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The expectation values of operators drawn from a single quantum state cannot be outside of a
particular region, called their allowed region or the joint numerical range of the operators. Basically,
the allowed region is an image of the state space under the Born rule. The maximum-eigenvalue-
states—of every linear combination of the operators of interest—are sufficient to generate boundary
of the allowed region. In this way, we obtain the numerical range of certain Hermitian operators
(observables) that are functions of the angular momentum operators. Especially, we consider here
three kinds of functions—combinations of powers of the ladder operators, powers of the angular
momentum operators and their anticommutators—and discover the allowed regions of different
shapes. By defining some specific concave (and convex) functions on the joint numerical range, we
also achieve tight uncertainty (and certainty) relations for the observables. Overall, we demonstrate
how the numerical range and uncertainty relations change as the angular momentum quantum
number grows. Finally, we apply the quantum de Finetti theorem by taking a multi-qubit system
and attain the allowed regions and tight uncertainty relations in the limit where the quantum number
goes to infinity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Can the numbers in ~r “ px, y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zq be the expecta-
tion values—obtained from a single state ρ—of the oper-
ators in ~E “ pX,Y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq? To provide a definite “yes or
no” answer, we need to know the region E of all possible
mean vectors ~ε :“ x ~E yρ for a given vector operator ~E. If
and only if ~r P E then there exists at least one ρ such that
~r “ ~ε, thus E is called allowed region of the mean values.
The allowed region is also known as the joint numerical
range [1, 2] and the quantum convex support [3] of ~E.
Only pure states ρ “ ρ2 are usually considered to de-
fine the numerical range [4–6], but here we take the whole
state space that includes mixed states. Hence, E is always
a convex set. Here, we are interested in E for n bounded
Hermitian operators (observables) of a d-level quantum
system (qudit), where n and d are finite numbers, and we
treat dÑ8 as a limiting case. Many important results
about the numerical range of n “ 2 Hermitian operators
are contained in Book [4].
Although the numerical range is largely investigated
in mathematics, recently it is used to study the phase
transitions [2, 7–11]. The numerical range also plays a
central role in [1, 2, 12], where numerical techniques are
provided to get—an uncertainty relation (UR)—a state-
independent lower bound of the sum of squared standard
deviations of two observables. A UR based on such a sum
is introduced in [13]. In [14], the Wigner distribution is
built on the numerical range of a set of observables, and
its properties are analyzed.
In Sec. II, we present a simple procedure to obtain E
for a general ~E. It is—taken from [1, 2, 7] and Chap. 5
in [4]—established on the fact that all the expectation
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values of a Hermitian operator lie between its extreme
eigenvalues. If we consider operators pη ¨ ~E for all real
unit vectors pη P Rn, then it will be sufficient to draw the
boundary BE of the permitted region by using the above
fact. Since E is a convex and bounded set in Rn in the
case of bounded operators, it is completely specified by
its boundary, and BE Ď E for a finite d [4]. In [15] a
different scheme—based on a result from [16, 17] about
the positivity of ρ—is provided to get the allowed region
E . There it is shown how to build uncertainty and cer-
tainty measures on E to achieve a tight UR and certainty
relation (CR), which is briefly repeated in Sec. II.
For a qubit, d “ 2, BE is always an ellipsoid (possibly
degenerate) [15, 18–20], and every tight UR and CR can
be achieved by using it [15, 19, 21]. In the case of a qutrit,
d “ 3, all possible shapes of E are classified in [5, 6] for
n “ 2, 3 Hermitian operators. In any dimension d, the
joint numerical range of a pair of projectors that have
no common eigenvector is the convex hull of two ellipses
[22, 23]. To specify E for an arbitrary ~E in a higher di-
mension is a difficult task, therefore we consider the angu-
lar momentum operators in Sec. III and their polynomials
in Secs. IV–VIII at the places of X,Y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Z and present
E , tight URs, and CRs for the angular momentum quan-
tum numbers j “ d´12 “ 12 , 1, 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . There are known
URs for the angular momentum operators [24–28], but
our uncertainty measures and URs are different as de-
scribed in Sec. II.
Our main contribution lies in Secs. IV–VIII and Ap-
pendix , while Secs. II and III are kept to introduce neces-
sary notations for the paper. Basically, we consider three
types of operators: combinations of powers of the ladder
operators in Sec. IV, powers of the angular momentum
operators in Secs. V, VII, and VIII and their anticommu-
tators in Secs. VI and VIII. The quadratic polynomials
of the momentum operators in these sections are respon-
sible for the spin squeezing [29].
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2We want to emphasize that the plots given in Sec. V
for the boundary BE already appeared in [10], where the
authors used a multi-qubit system that inspires Sec. VIII
here. In Sec. VIII, we choose a multi-qubit system and
use the quantum de Finetti theorem [30, 31] to obtain
the allowed regions—for the operators investigated in the
earlier sections—in the limit j Ñ8. We summarize the
main results and present an outlook in Sec. IX.
II. ALLOWED REGION AND UNCERTAINTY
MEASURES ON IT
With a given density operator ρ on a d-dimensional
Hilbert space Hd, one can compute the average values
of all the n Hermitian operators in ~E “ pX,Y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq by
the Born rule. The rule can be perceived as a linear map
ρ ÞÝÑ trpρ ~E q “ x ~E yρ “ ~ε (1)
from the state space Ω onto the allowed region, also
known as the joint numerical range [1, 2],
E :“  ~ε ˇˇ ρ P Ω ( Ă Rn. (2)
Basically, Ω is the collection of all positive semidefinite
operators, on Hd, with the unit trace. We often write
x yρ without the subscript as all the mean values in ~ε are
drawn from a same state ρ.
For a single Hermitian operator X “ X†, E is just the
closed interval rxm, xms that includes all real numbers be-
tween the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of X [4].
The numerical range E of ~E is always a convex set be-
cause Ω is. As long as the dimension d is finite, E is also
a compact (closed and bounded) set [32] in a hyperrect-
angle specified by the Cartesian product
H :“ rxm, xms ˆ rym, yms ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rzm, zms (3)
of closed intervals bounded by the extreme eigenvalues
of the operators in ~E. E touches each facet of the hyper-
rectangle at some points that come from the smallest-
or largest-eigenvalue-states of one of the n operators.
If X,Y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Z mutually commute—that is, XY “ Y X
and so on—then we can find their common eigenbasis
t|elyudl“1. And, E will be a convex polytope
Conv
 xel| ~E |ely ˇˇ l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d ( (4)
in Rn. The convex hull of a set t¨ ¨ ¨ u is denoted by
Convt¨ ¨ ¨ u. All the extreme points of (4) will be a sub-
set of txel| ~E |elyudl“1. An extreme point of E inevitably
comes from a pure state—that is an extreme point of
the state space Ω—but not every pure state provides an
extreme point of E unless (1) is a bijective mapping.
The following procedure to obtain E is borrowed from
[1, 2, 7] and Chap. 5 in [4], and a different method is given
in [15]. Let us take n “ 3 Hermitian operators X,Y, and
Z, and the procedure can be extended to any number
of operators. First, we build a two-parameter family of
operators as
Λpθ, φq :“ pηpθ, φq ¨ ~E , where ~E “ pX,Y, Zq , (5)pηpθ, φq :“ psin θ cosφ , sin θ sinφ , cos θq , (6)
θ P r0, pis, and φ P r0, 2piq. An eigenvalue and eigenket of
Λ,
Λpθ, φq |λpθ, φqy “ λpθ, φq |λpθ, φqy , (7)
generally depend on the angles θ and φ. We call a density
operator % an eigenstate associated with an eigenvalue λ
of Λ if and only if Λ% “ λ% “ %Λ.
For every pθ, φq, there are lower and upper bounds
λmpθ, φq ď
@
Λpθ, φqD
ρ
ď λmpθ, φq , (8)
where λm and λm are the minimum and maximum eigen-
values of Λ. It is sufficient to take only the maximum
eigenvalues λm because Λppi ´ θ, pi ` φq “ ´Λpθ, φq and
the smallest eigenvalue of Λpθ, φq is the largest eigen-
value of Λppi ´ θ, pi ` φq. Or, equivalently, one can keep
both the eigenvalues and take θ, φ P r0, piq.
Now let us define a supporting (tangent) hyperplane
Hpθ, φq :“  ~r “ px, y, zq P R3 | pηpθ, φq¨~r “ λmpθ, φq( (9)
of E with the normal vector pηpθ, φq. According to the
right-hand-side inequality in (8)—that is,pηpθ, φq ¨ ~ε ď λmpθ, φq (10)
due to (5) and (6)—the allowed region E is enclosed by
these tangent planes for all θ’s and φ’s. For each pθ, φq,
the intersection
Hpθ, φq X E “: Fpθ, φq (11)
is called a proper face of E . The boundary of E is the
union of these faces:
BE “
ď
θ,φ
Fpθ, φq . (12)
Since E is a compact and convex set, F is also a compact
and convex set, and the set of all extreme points
extpEq “
ď
θ,φ
ext
`Fpθ, φq˘ . (13)
For more details on the supporting hyperplane and the
faces, we point to [33].
Corresponding to the biggest eigenvalue λmpθ, φq of
Λpθ, φq, let us denote the eigenspace by E pθ, φq ĎHd and
an eigenket by |θ, φyk. Note that every ket in the whole
paper represents a normalized vector. At a particular
pθ, φq if λm is degenerate (that is, the dimension of E is
more than 1) then we generally use a subscript k to differ-
entiate eigenkets. All the maximum-eigenvalue-states—
which are t|θ, φykxθ, φ|u and all there convex combina-
tions (mixtures)—saturate inequality (10) and generate
the whole face in (11):
Fpθ, φq “ Conv  xθ, φ| ~E |θ, φy ˇˇ |θ, φy P E pθ, φq( . (14)
3If a face only has one point—that certainly occurs when
λm is nondegenerate and may even occur in a degenerate
case [for example, see Sec. V]—then it is called an ex-
posed -extreme point. Degeneracy is a necessary but not
sufficient requirement for a face to have more than one
distinct points.
In conclusion, we exploit (10) and (14) for all θ P r0, pis
and φ P r0, 2piq to completely specify—the allowed region
through its boundary—BE . With E one can provide a
definite yes/no answer to the question asked at the begin-
ning of Introduction. Note that (10) represents a single
necessary condition, but once we take (10) for all θ’s and
φ’s then they will be sufficient. Necessary and sufficient
restrictions on the mean vector ~ε are collectively called
as the quantum contains (QCs) in [15].
A side remark: If each operator in ~E1 “ pΓ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γkq
is a real linear sum, Γk “ TkxX ` TkyY ` TkzZ, of the
operators in ~E then the allowed region E 1 for ~E1 can
be obtained directly from E by the kˆ 3 real matrix
T . As an example, through the orthogonal projection
~E ÞÑ pX,Y, 0q “ ~E1 one can have the allowed region for
X and Y from E . Another example, if T is an orthog-
onal matrix on R3, then E can be turned into E 1 by a
composition of a rotation and at most one reflection.
When an operator X has more than two dis-
tinct outcomes (eigenvalues), then we need two in-
dependent real numbers, xXy and xX2y, to char-
acterize uncertainty, ∆X “axX2y ´ xXy2, about its
measurement-outcomes. In the case of Shannon entropy
Hp~p q “ ´řdl“1 pl ln pl, we require d´ 1 real numbers
from ~p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pdq, where pl is the probability of get-
ting lth outcome in a measurement for X. If X has a
degenerate eigenvalue such as in the following sections,
then there exist infinitely-many distinct projective mea-
surements for X, and thus there is no unique probability
vector ~p and the Shannon entropy Hp~p q. However, the
mean values xXy, xX2y, and thus the standard deviation
∆X are the same for every measurement for X.
Now suppose we only have the mean value xXy, and
we want to quantify uncertainty—about the outcomes of
X—using it. In this situation, we can build uncertainty
and certainty measures as described in [15]: For an opera-
tor X, provided xm ‰ xm, first we construct two positive
semi-definite operators
9X :“ xm I ´X
xm ´ xm and X˚ :“
X ´ xm I
xm ´ xm (15)
such that 9X ` X˚ is the identity operator I. Both
x 9Xy, xX˚y P r0, 1s are functions of xXy P rxm , xms only.
Then we define certain concave and convex functions of
xXy
hpxXyq :“ ´px 9Xy ln x 9Xy ` xX˚y ln xX˚yq , (16)
uκpxXyq :“ x 9Xyκ ` xX˚yκ , 0 ă κ ă 8 , and (17)
umaxpxXyq :“ max t x 9Xy , xX˚y u . (18)
The concave functions h P r0, ln 2s and uκ P r1, 21´κs for
0 ă κ ă 1 can be treated as uncertainty measures, and
the convex functions uκ P r21´κ, 1s for 1 ă κ ă 8 and
umax P r 12 , 1s will be certainty measures.
Note that, like the standard deviation ∆X and Shan-
non entropy Hp~p q, the above uncertainty measures do
not reach their minimum values when the system is in
an eigenstate of X unless the state corresponds to an
extreme eigenvalue xm or xm. Naturally, if one can ac-
cess only the mean value then she can be certain only in
the two situations xXy “ xm and xXy “ xm. So, (16)–
(18) are (un)certainty measures about the outcomes of
X given only the mean value xXy, not the state ρ, and
they are different from ∆X and Hp~p q particularly when
X has more than two distinct outcomes.
Since the addition of concave functions is also a con-
cave function, for example,
u1{2p~ε q :“ u1{2pxXyq ` u1{2pxY yq ` u1{2pxZyq (19)
acts as a combined uncertainty measure on the compact
and convex set E . Its global minimum will be at extpEq Ď
BE [see (12)–(14)]. Suppose u1{2p~ε q reaches its absolute
minimum, symbolized by u1{2, at some θ and φ, then the
tight UR u1{2 ď u1{2p~ε q is saturated by a subset of kets in
the eigenspace E pθ, φq. For every UR based on the above
formulation, its minimum uncertainty kets always lie inď
θ,φ
E pθ, φq . (20)
In the same way, one can reach the global maximum of a
convex function (combined certainty measure) and then
enjoy a tight CR with its maximum certainty kets in (20).
By replacing the average vector ~ε “ pxXy, xY y, xZyq
with ~r “ px, y, zq in the tight UR u1{2 ď u1{2p~ε q, one can
specify a region
Ru1{2 :“
 
~r P H | u1{2 ď u1{2p~r q
(
, (21)
in hyperrectangle (3). R—bounded by a UR or CR—is
a convex set in the space of expectation values. Obvi-
ouslyR contains the allowed region E , and there exists no
quantum state ρ for any point outside E , for instance, in
the relative complement RzE . The boundary BE touches
the boundary BRu1{2 at those points that come from the
minimum uncertainty states associated with the UR [for
example, see Fig. 1].
An uncertainty measure such as u1{2p~ε q reaches its
trivial lower bound 3—which is just the sum of individ-
ual lower bounds of u1{2pxXyq, u1{2pxY yq, and u1{2pxZyq—
if and only if a vertex pxm,m , ym,m , zm,mq of H lies in
the numerical range E . This will happen when there ex-
ist a common eigenket |ey that corresponds to an extreme
eigenvalue of every operator in ~E “ pX,Y, Zq. It can also
happen in a limiting case where E shares a few corners
of H in a limit, say, j Ñ8 [see Secs. V, VII, and VIII].
In such cases, all URs and CRs based on (15)–(19) will
become trivial, and their regions R “ H.
Since the standard deviation ∆ and h of (16) are dif-
ferent functions, URs based on them are difficult to com-
pare. Nevertheless, suppose both δ ď ∆X `∆Y and
4h ď hpxXyq ` hpxY yq are tight URs for the two non-
commuting operators X and Y , where δ ě 0 and h ě 0
depend on the operators but not on the state ρ. If and
only if δ “ 0 then there exists a state (common eigen-
state) where both X and Y have no spread in their
measurement-outcomes. We cannot make such a state-
ment regarding h because there can be a situation [see
Sec. V] where X and Y share a common eigenket (δ “ 0)
but it does not correspond to their extreme eigenval-
ues (h ą 0). So h “ 0 implies δ “ 0 but not vice versa.
Clearly our URs and CRs based on (15)–(19) are different
from the URs based on the standard deviation [1, 13, 25–
27, 34] and on the Shannon entropy [24, 28, 35].
III. ANGULAR MOMENTUM OPERATORS
One can describe the three angular momentum opera-
tors
Jx “ 12 pJ` ` J´q , Jy “ 12i pJ` ´ J´q , and Jz (22)
as
J˘ |my “
apj ¯mqpj ˘m` 1q |m˘ 1y and (23)
Jz |my “ m |my , (24)
where i “ ?´1 ,
Bz “
 |my ˇˇ m “ j , j ´ 1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ´j ` 1 , ´j ( (25)
is an eigenbasis of Jz, and j can be 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . In the
paper, every operator is dimensionless, and each ket is
represented in the basis Bz. As the quantum number m
can only acquire 2j ` 1 discrete values for a fixed j, here
our system of interest is of d “ 2j ` 1 levels.
To obtain the permissible region E for ~J “ pJx, Jy, Jzq,
we begin with¨˝
J 1x
J 1y
J 1z
‚˛“
¨˝
cos θ cosφ cos θ sinφ ´ sin θ
´ sinφ cosφ 0
sin θ cosφ sin θ sinφ cos θ
‚˛¨˝JxJy
Jz
‚˛. (26)
One can show that the components of ~J 1 “ pJ 1x, J 1y, J 1zq
follow the same commutation relations that Jx, Jy, and
Jz obey, for example, JxJy ´ JyJx “ iJz. Hence, J 1x, J 1y,
and J 1z are also angular momentum operators, and their
spectrum j, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´j is independent of θ and φ.
In fact, J 1z is our Λpθ, φq here, and the angular momen-
tum coherent state-vector [36, 37]
|θ, φy “
jÿ
m“´j
c p2jq!
pj`mq! pj´mq!
ˆ
cos
θ
2
˙j`mˆ
sin
θ
2
˙j´m
e´imφ|my
(27)
is its eigenket corresponding to λm “ j. Furthermore,
xθ, φ| ~J |θ, φy “ j pηpθ, φq (28)
generate the boundary of E , which is a closed ball classi-
fied by
xJxy2 ` xJyy2 ` xJzy2 ď j2 . (29)
Here every face Fpθ, φq of E [see (14)] is made of a sin-
gle exposed-extreme point (28). For the three momen-
tum observables, URs based on the standard deviation
and entropy are achieved in [24–28]. While in [15], tight
URs and CRs based on (15)–(19) are derived by employ-
ing QC (29), where a maximum-certainty or minimum-
uncertainty ket is a coherent ket (27).
IV. POWERS OF LADDER OPERATORS
The ladder operators J˘ [see (23)] are non-Hermitian
operators such that J†˘ “ J¯, whereas
Λγpφq “ eiφJ γ` ` e´iφJ γ´ “ cosφXγ ` sinφYγ , (30)
Xγ “
`
J γ` ` J γ´
˘
, and Yγ “ i
`
J γ` ´ J γ´
˘
(31)
are Hermitian operators for every angle φ P r0, 2piq and
the power γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d. For γ “ 1, Xγ “ 2Jx and
Yγ “ ´2Jy, and they are the null operator when γ “ d.
It is known due to [16, 17] that the characteristic equa-
tion of an operator, say, Λ on a d-dimensional space is
dÿ
l“0
p´1qlSl λd´l “ 0 , (32)
where
S0 “ 1 , S1 “ trpΛq , and (33)
Sl “ 1l
lÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1 trpΛiqSl´i (34)
are the symmetric functions of its eigenvalues. By show-
ing that trpΛiq is independent of φ for every i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d,
one can certify that Sl pl “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dq, characteristic equa-
tion (32), and all the eigenvalues of Λγpφq are also inde-
pendent of φ. As a result, inequalities (8) and (10) here
become
´ λm ď cosφ xXγy ` sinφ xYγy ď λm , (35)
where λm is the largest eigenvalue of Xγ (and of Yγ) for a
given γ; see Table I. Inequalities (35) tell that the average
value of Λγpφq must be in a fixed interval r´λm, λms in
every direction φ, which implies
~ε ¨ ~ε ď λ2m (36)
for ~ε “ pxXγy, xYγyq. Hence, the allowed region E of the
mean vectors is the closed disk bounded by QC (36). By
the same reasoning: whenever λmpθ, φq is the same for all
the angles θ’s and φ’s, then E is enclosed by a sphere of
radius λm centered at the origin [for instance, see (29),
(36), (89), and (103)].
5TABLE I. For γ “ 2, 3, and 4, the greatest eigenvalues λm of
Λγpφq [of (30)] corresponding to different j-values are listed
in the three columns on the right-hand-side. Since the spec-
trum of Λγpφq does not depend on φ, λm is also an extreme
eigenvalue of Xγ as well as of Yγ . The associated eigenkets
|φyk are arranged in Tables IV and V in Appendix .
j for γ “ 2 for γ “ 3 for γ “ 4
1
2
0 0 0
1 2 0 0
3
2
2
?
3 6 0
2 4
?
3 12 24
5
2
4
?
7 24 24
?
5
3 2 p3` 2?6q 12?10 120
7
2
2
b
3 p21` 4?21q 6?115 120?3
4 8
?
13 12
?
70 360
Since J γ˘ |my is directly proportional to |m˘ γy, we
can divide basis (25) into γ number of disjoint subsets in
such a way that the linear span of a subset delivers an
invariant subspace
S γk :“ span
 |j ´ ky , |j ´ k ´ γy , |j ´ k ´ 2γy, ¨ ¨ ¨ (
(37)
of J γ˘ and thus of Λγpφq. So, one can search eigenvec-
tor(s) |φy associated with λm of Λγpφq in these subspaces
rather than in the whole Hilbert space Hd “ ‘γ´1k“0S γk ,
where ‘ symbolizes the direct sum. In Appendix , Ta-
bles IV and V carry these eigenkets for γ “ 2, 3, and
4. When λm is twofold degenerate then two orthonor-
mal eigenkets |φyk and |φyk1 are registered in the tables,
where the subscript k illustrates |φyk P S γk .
In the case of double-degeneracy, a general eigenket
will be a superposition
|φy “ cosµ |φyk ` sinµ eiν |φyk1 P E pφq , (38)
where E pφq is the eigenspace, µ P r0, pi2 s, and ν P r0, 2piq.
When we compute xφ|Xγ |φy using (38), then we en-
counter cross-terms such as kxφ|Xγ |φyk1 that all will be
zero here. It is because Xγ |φyk1 and |φyk lie in mutually
orthogonal invariant subspacesS γk1 andS
γ
k , respectively,
of Xγ . Therefore, every xφ| ~E |φy will fall on a line seg-
ment connecting the two extreme points
kxφ| ~E |φyk and k1xφ| ~E |φyk1 ; (39)
~E “ pXγ , Yγq in this section. The line segment forms
a face Fpφq [as per (14)] of the permitted region E . If
the degree of degeneracy is three, then Fpφq will be the
convex hull of three extreme points such as (39), and so
on. Here, both points in (39) turn out to be the same,
hence every eigenket associated with λmpφq produces a
single extreme point
xφ| ~E |φy “ λm pcosφ , sinφq “ λm pηpφq (40)
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3
- 3
- 2
- 1
0
1
2
3
 X γ 
Y γ
FIG. 1. (Color online) In the case j “ 3
2
and γ “ 2, λm “ 2?3,
hyperrectangle (3) is the square r´λm, λmsˆ2, and the re-
gions R’s are defined with respect to (21). The boundaries
of regions Rh,Ru1{2 ,Ru2 , and Rumax determined by (41)–
(44) are depicted through the dashed, dot-dashed, solid, and
dotted (green, orange, red, and blue) closed-curves. Here,
Ru2 “ E , which is clearly contained in all the other regions,
and Rh Ă Ru1{2 .
of E . Taking Tables I, IV, and V, one can verify (40). In-
deed, points (40) saturate QC (36) and create the bound-
ary BE .
Now, following the procedure laid out at the end of
Sec. II, we achieve tight relations
ln 2 ď hp~ε q “ hpxXγyq ` hpxYγyq , (41)
1`?2 ď u1{2p~ε q , (42)
u2p~ε q ď 32 , and (43)
umaxp~ε q ď 1`
?
2?
2
, (44)
which hold in every dimension d ě 2 and for every power
1 ď γ ă d. At boundary points (40), both hpxφ| ~E |φyq
and u1{2pxφ| ~E |φyq hit their global minima given in (41)
and (42), respectively, at φ “ 0, pi2 , pi, 3pi2 . Hence, for
both the URs, minimum uncertainty states are the
eigenstates of tXγ , Yγu corresponding to ˘λm. Simi-
larly, umaxpxφ| ~E |φyq reaches its absolute maximum at
φ “ pi4 , 3pi4 , 5pi4 , 7pi4 , thus CR (44) is saturated by the
extreme-eigenvalue-states of 1?
2
pXγ ˘ Yγq. Whereas CR
(43) is the same as QC (36), therefore it is optimal in the
sense [15] that it provides the smallest region Ru2 “ E as
shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, (43) is saturated by |φyxφ|
for all φ P r0, 2piq.
V. SQUARE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
OPERATORS
Squared angular momentum operators obey
J2x ` J2y ` J2z “ jpj ` 1qI , (45)
hence we get only two independent real numbers out
of the three xJ2xy, xJ2y y, and xJ2z y. So, in this section,
we present the allowed region E for ~E “ pJ2x , J2y q and
j “ 12 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, and 8 by taking
Λpφq “ cosφJ2x ` sinφJ2y “ pηpφq ¨ ~E (46)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) For j “ 1
2
and 1, the permit-
ted regions E of pxJ2xy, xJ2y yq are—exhibited in the left- and
right-hand-side pictures—the single point p 1
4
, 1
4
q and the tri-
angle whose boundary is shown in red color, respectively.
The blue lines are the supporting hyperplanes (9) of E at
φ “ 0, 2pi
24
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 23 2pi
24
.
according to (5). Here hyperrectangle (3) is the square
r 14 , j2sˆ2 or r0, j2sˆ2 , and (47)
9J2i “
I ´ J2ij2
1´ 14j2
or 9J2i “ I ´ J
2
i
j2 pi “ x, yq (48)
for a half-integer or an integer j. The operator 9J2i is
constructed with respect to (15).
In the case of j “ 12 , J2x “ J2y “ 14I, thus E is just the
single point p 14 , 14 q exhibited in Fig. 2. For j ą 12 , J2x ,
J2y , and their linear combinations (46) have two mutually
orthogonal invariant subspaces S 20 and S 21 [defined in
(37)] such thatS 20 ‘S 21 “Hd. Like the previous section,
we shall look for eigenkets of Λpφq in the subspaces for a
given j “ d´12 .
For j “ 1, J2x and J2y are rank-2 projectors that com-
mute with each other, and their common eigenbasis is
the union of
|e1,3y “ 1?2
` |`1y ˘ |´1y ˘ P S 20 and |e2y “ |0y P S 21 .
(49)
In this case, E is the convex hull of three points p1, 0q,
p1, 1q, and p0, 1q as per (4). It means that E is a triangle
displayed in Fig. 2. The maximum eigenvalue
λmpφq “ max tcosφ , sinφ , cosφ` sinφu (50)
of Λpφq becomes twofold degenerate at φ “ 0, pi2 , and 5pi4 .
Sides of the triangle are in fact three faces Fpφq of E at
these angles, that is, they are produced by the maximum-
eigenvalue-states of J2x , J2y , and J2z . One can realize that
Λp 5pi4 q “ 1?2 rJ2z ´ jpj ` 1qIs “ ´Λppi4 q (51)
through (45) and (46). As J2x and J2y commute in the
case of j “ 12 , 1, a UR or CR for them will be a trivial
inequality.
For j ą 1, the maximum-eigenvalue-states of J2x , J2y ,
and J2z yield three separate extreme points`
j2, j2
˘
,
`
j
2 , j
2
˘
, and
`
j
2 ,
j
2
˘
(52)
of E , respectively. Whereas eigenstates related to the
minimum characteristic value 14 or 0 of J
2
x , J2y , and J2z
provide the extreme points`
1
4 ,
jpj`1q
2 ´ 18
˘
,
` jpj`1q
2 ´ 18 , 14
˘
, and
` jpj`1q
2 ´ 18 , jpj`1q2 ´ 18
˘
(53)
for a half-integer j and`
0, jpj`1q2
˘
,
` jpj`1q
2 , 0
˘
, and
` jpj`1q
2 ,
jpj`1q
2
˘
(54)
for an integer j, respectively. These points are illustrated
by blue dots in Figs. 2–5.
In the following, we present the eigenvalue λmpφq of
Λpφq [given in (46)], the corresponding eigenkets |φy,
and the expectation values xφ|J2x |φy and xφ|J2y |φy in that
order for quantum numbers j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4. λmpφq is ex-
pressed in terms of
fpφq , gpφq “ cosφ˘ sinφ for all φ P r0, 2piq . (55)
In the case of half-integer j “ 32 , 52 , 72 , λm is twofold de-
generate at every φ, hence two eigenkets |φy0,1 P S 20,1 are
provided. Both |φy0,1 produce a single extreme point of
E . As the two kets belong to mutually orthogonal invari-
ant subspaces of J2x and J2y , all their normalized linear
combinations [see (38) and the text around it] will also
deliver the same point xφ| ~E |φy. In the case of j “ 2, 3, 4,
λm is twofold degenerate only at φ “ 0, pi2 , and 5pi4 , and
the corresponding extreme points are already registered
in (52). So, for an integer j, only one eigenket is pre-
sented below.
For every j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, the maximum-eigenvalue-kets|φy are stated in terms of coefficients α, β, ς that are real
functions of the parameter φ. As all these coefficients
become zero or indeterminate at φ “ 5pi4 , none of the for-
mulas supplied below for |φy, and thus for xφ| ~E |φy are
applicable at that angle. With (51), we can directly real-
ize |φ “ 5pi4 y “ |˘jy, and x˘j| ~E |˘jy “
`
j
2 ,
j
2
˘
is already
listed in (52).
For j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4, the boundary BE is represented
graphically in Figs. 3–5 by the (red) closed-curves and
parametrically by xφ| ~E |φy. In Figs. 2–5, the supporting
hyperplanes Hpφq [defined in (9)] at equally spaced angles
φ “ k 2pi24 , k “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 23, are depicted by the (blue) lines.
One can observe that each hyperplane touches E only at
one point when j ą 1, which implies that each face Fpφq
[defined in (11)] is then made of a single extreme point,
and extpEq “ BE .
Now let us start with j “ 32 , where the maximum eigen-
value of Λpφq is
λmpφq “ 14
`
5f`2af2 ` 3g2˘ for all φ P r0, 2piq (56)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The left and right red ellipses with their
interiors represent the allowed region E of ~ε “ pxJ2xy, xJ2y yq in
the case of j “ 3
2
and j “ 2, respectively. The points p1, 1q,
p4, 1q, and p1, 4q on the right-hand-side ellipse come from the
common eigenkets |e1y, |e2y, and |e3y, respectively, given in
(64).
[for f, g see (55)]. Two mutually orthogonal eigenkets
associated with λm are
|φy0 “ 1?
α2`β2
`
α
ˇˇ` 32D` β ˇˇ´ 12D˘ P S 20 and
|φy1 “ 1?
α2`β2
`
β
ˇˇ` 12D` α ˇˇ´ 32D˘ P S 21 , where (57)
αpφq “ 2?3 g and βpφq “ 4λm ´ 3f .
One can show that both |φy0,1 and all their superposi-
tions contribute a single extreme point
xφ|J2x |φy “ 3α
2`4?3αβ`7β2
4 pα2`β2q ,
xφ|J2y |φy “ 3α
2´4?3αβ`7β2
4 pα2`β2q (58)
of E . The boundary BE—characterized by its parametric
form (58)—is an ellipse [see Fig. 3]. The QC
`xJ2xy ` xJ2y y ´ 52˘2 `
`xJ2xy ´ xJ2y y˘2
3
ď 1 (59)
completely identifies the permitted region here, and
the inequality is saturated by the maximum-eigenvalue-
states of Λpφq for all φ’s. The equality in (59) describes
the ellipse.
Next we pick j “ 2, where the largest characteristic
value of Λpφq is
λmpφq “ 2f `
a
f2 ` 3g2 for all 0 ď φ ă 2pi . (60)
For an angle φ other than 0, pi2 , and
5pi
4 , λm is non-
degenerate, and thus we have only one largest-eigenvalue-
ket
|φy0 “ 1?
2α2`β2 pα |`2y ` β |0y ` α |´2yq P S
2
0 , (61)
αpφq “ ?6 g and βpφq “ 2 pλm ´ fq .
These kets generate the borderline
xφ| ~E |φy “ ` 2α2`2?6αβ`3 β22α2`β2 , 2α2´2?6αβ`3 β22α2`β2 ˘ (62)
of E , which is the other ellipse displayed in Fig. 3. All
the pure states |φy0xφ| made of (61) saturate QC`xJ2xy ` xJ2y y ´ 4˘2
4
`
`xJ2xy ´ xJ2y y˘2
12
ď 1 . (63)
That is to say that points (62) follow the equality in (63).
And, the same is true for the three extreme points in (52).
Before formulating a set of tight URs and CRs for j “ 2
by following the procedure described in the last part of
Sec. II, let us first note that operators J2x , J2y and thus all
their linear sums (46) possess three common orthogonal
eigenkets
|e1y “ 1?2 p |`2y ´ |´2yq P S 20 ĂH5 ,
|e2y “ 1?2 p |`1y ` |´1yq P S 21 ĂH5 , and (64)
|e3y “ 1?2 p |`1y ´ |´1yq P S 21 ĂH5 .
Now, taking (16)–(19) with (48), we combine uncertainty
or certainty measures for ~ε “ pxJ2xy, xJ2y yq and obtain the
tight relations
0 ă 4 ln 2´?3 lnp2`?3q ď hp~ε q , (65)
2 ă 12 p3`
?
3q ď u1{2p~ε q , (66)
u2p~ε q ď 74 ă 2 , and (67)
umaxp~ε q ď 1`
?
3
2 ă 2 (68)
by finding the absolute minima of concave and maxima of
convex functions on BE in (62). Relations (65), (67), and
(68) are saturated by φ-kets (61) at φ “ 3pi4 , 7pi4 . Whereas,
the extreme-eigenvalue-states of J2x and J2y are the mini-
mum uncertainty states for UR (66). By the way, we get
the same relations (65)–(68) for j “ 32 , and the states
which saturate them will then be from (57).
In (65)–(68), the strict inequality signs (ă) represent
the trivial lower or upper bounds. Clearly, we achieve
nontrivial tight URs and CRs despite the non-commuting
operators J2x and J2y share three eigenvectors (64). It
is because the situation described in the last two para-
graphs of Sec. II does not occur here. On the other hand,
a UR based on the standard deviations of J2x and J2y will
be a trivial one as ∆J2x “ 0 “ ∆J2y when the system is in
their common eigenstate.
As J2x is a degenerate operator, there exist infinitely-
many distinct projective measurements for it, and sim-
ilarly for J2y . If |elyxel| is a part of both the measure-
ments for J2x and J2y , then we also get a tight and triv-
ial UR 0 ď Hp~p q `Hp~q q based on the Shannon entropy,
where ~p and ~q are the probability vectors associated with
the two measurements. However, with a different choice
of measurements, one can get a nontrivial entropic UR.
Since all such measurements provide the same mean vec-
tor ~ε “ pxJ2xy, xJ2y yq, the relation in (65)–(68) are inde-
pendent of the measurement-settings used for J2x and J2y .
Now we move to j “ 52 , where the biggest eigenvalue
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FIG. 4. (Color online) For j “ 5
2
and j “ 3, the boundary BE
of the joint numerical range of ~E “ pJ2x , J2y q is exhibited by
red solid-curves in the left- and right-hand-side panels. One
can observe that E for j “ 3 is the convex hull of three ellipses.
A part of an ellipse that belongs to the boundary is shown
by a solid-curve, and the remaining peace that falls inside E
is illustrated by a dotted-curve. The ellipses are centered at
p5, 5q, p2, 5q, and p5, 2q [see their Eqs. (77)].
of operator (46) is
λmpφq “ 14
”
35 f
3 ` 2
b
p
3 cos
´
1
3 arccos
´
´q
2
b
27
p3
¯¯ı
,
ppφq “ 1123 pf2 ` 3g2q , qpφq “ 128027 pf3 ´ 9fg2q , (69)
for all 0 ď φ ă 2pi. The two associated orthonormal
eigenvectors are
|φy0 “ 1?
α2`1`β2
`
α
ˇˇ` 52D` ˇˇ` 12D` β ˇˇ´ 32D˘ ,
|φy1 “ 1?
α2`1`β2
`
β
ˇˇ` 32D` ˇˇ´ 12D` α ˇˇ´ 52D˘ , (70)
where αpφq “ 2
?
10 g
4λm´5f and βpφq “ 6
?
2 g
4λm´13f .
Both |φy0,1 P S 20,1, all their superpositions, and all pos-
sible mixtures of |φy0xφ| and |φy1xφ| give a single point
xφ|J2x |φy “ 17`4
?
10α`5α2`12?2 β`13 β2
4pα2`1`β2q ,
xφ|J2y |φy “ 17´4
?
10α`5α2´12?2 β`13 β2
4pα2`1`β2q (71)
at the boundary BE displayed in Fig. 4.
Next we take j “ 3, and the maximum eigenvalue is
λmpφq “
$’&’%
λ1pφq for 0 ď φ ď pi2
λ2pφq for pi2 ď φ ď 5pi4
λ3pφq for 5pi4 ď φ ď 2pi
, where
λ1 “ 5f `
a
f2 ` 15g2 , (72)
λ2 “ 12
´
7f ´ 3g `?8a2f2 ´ 3fg ` 3g2¯ , and
λ3 “ 12
´
7f ` 3g `?8a2f2 ` 3fg ` 3g2¯
are distinct eigenvalues of Λpφq. The corresponding
eigenkets are
|λ1pφqy 9 α1
`ˇˇ`2D` ˇˇ´2D˘` β1 ˇˇ0D P S 21 ,
|λ2pφqy 9 α2
`ˇˇ`3D´ ˇˇ´3D˘` β2 `ˇˇ`1D´ ˇˇ´1D˘ ,
|λ3pφqy 9 α3
`ˇˇ`3D` ˇˇ´3D˘` β3 `ˇˇ`1D` ˇˇ´1D˘ , (73)
where α1 “
?
30 g , β1 “ 2λ1 ´ 8f ,
α2 “
?
15 g , β2 “ 2λ2 ´ 3f ,
α3 “
?
15 g , β3 “ 2λ3 ´ 3f ,
and |λ2,3y P S 20 . Since the three vectors on the right-
hand-side in (73) are not normalized, we put the propor-
tionality sign 9 there. In (72), one can observe that the
degree of degeneracy of λm is two only at φ “ 0, pi2 , and
5pi
4 .
With the unit step function
ζpφq :“
#
0 if φ ă 0
1 if 0 ď φ , (74)
we can compactly express λmpφq and the corresponding
eigenket
|φy “ |λ1pφqy
`
1´ ζpφ´ pi2 q
˘`
|λ2pφq y ζpφ´ pi2 q
`
1´ ζpφ´ 5pi4 q
˘`
|λ3pφqy ζpφ´ 5pi4 q PH7 , (75)
which provides extpEq “ BE . We present BE graphically
by the (red) solid-curve in Fig. 4 and parametrically by
joining
xλ1| ~E |λ1y “
` 8α21`2?30α1β1`6 β21
2α21`β21 ,
8α21´2
?
30α1β1`6 β21
2α21`β21
˘
,
xλ2| ~E |λ2y “
` 3α22`2?15α2β2`5 β22
2pα22`β22q ,
3α22´2
?
15α2β2`17 β22
2pα22`β22q
˘
,
xλ3| ~E |λ3y “
` 3α23`2?15α3β3`17 β23
2pα23`β23q ,
3α23´2
?
15α3β3`5 β23
2pα23`β23q
˘
(76)
for φ P r0, pi2 q, φ P rpi2 , 5pi4 q, and φ P p 5pi4 , 2piq, respectively.
In Fig. 4, one can see that these parts of the boundary
BE come from three intersecting ellipses. One can check
with (76) that xλk| ~E |λky :“ pak, bkq for k “ 1, 2, and 3
satisfy the equations´a1 ` b1 ´ 10
2
¯2 ` ´a1 ´ b1
2
?
15
¯2 “ 1 ,´a2 ` b2 ´ 7
4
¯2 ` ´´7a2 ` b2 ` 9
4
?
15
¯2 “ 1 , and (77)´a3 ` b3 ´ 7
4
¯2 ` ´a3 ´ 7b3 ` 9
4
?
15
¯2 “ 1 ,
respectively, of the ellipses. Like (64), here also both
the operators in pJ2x , J2y q “ ~E share a common eigenvec-
tor |ey “ 1?
2
p|`2y ´ |´2yq. The eigenvector provides the
point p4, 4q at which all the three ellipses intersect.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The left and right red closed-
curves bound the allowed regions of the mean vectors
~ε “ pxJ2xy, xJ2y yq for j “ 72 and j “ 4, respectively. There ex-
ists no quantum state for a point outside the closed-curves.
Now we proceed to j “ 72 , where the maximum eigen-
value λm is twofold degenerate at all φ’s:
λmpφq “ 14
ˆ
21f ` s` 12
c
´4s2 ´ 2p´ q
s
˙
,
spφq “
d
1
6
ˆ
p`aΥ0 cosˆ 13 arccosˆ Υ12?Υ30
˙˙˙
,
ppφq “ 168 `f2 ` 3g2˘ , qpφq “ 512 `f3 ´ 9fg2˘ , (78)
Υ0pφq “ 48384
`
f2 ` 3g2˘2 , and
Υ1pφq “ 5971968
`
3f6 ´ 5f4g2 ` 145f2g4 ` 49g6˘.
The related eigenkets are
|φy0 9 α
ˇˇ` 72D` ˇˇ` 32D` β ˇˇ´ 12D` ς ˇˇ´ 52D P S 20 ,
|φy1 9 ς
ˇˇ` 52D` β ˇˇ` 12D` ˇˇ´ 32D` α ˇˇ´ 72D P S 21 , (79)
where αpφq “ 2
?
21 g
4λm´7f , βpφq “ 2
?
21 g α`27 f´4λm
´4?15 g ,
and ςpφq “ 6
?
5 g
4λm´19f β .
All the maximum-eigenvalue-states of Λpφq give a single
boundary point
xφ|J2x |φy “ 27`4
?
21α`7α2`31 β2`19 ς2`4?5βp2?3`3ςq
4pα2`β2`ς2`1q ,
xφ|J2y |φy “ 27´4
?
21α`7α2`31 β2`19 ς2´4?5βp2?3`3ςq
4pα2`β2`ς2`1q ,
(80)
and the boundary BE is showcased in Fig. 5. Note
that (79) and (80) are not applicable at φ “ pi4 , 5pi4 . At
these two angles, |φy is the minimum- and maximum-
eigenvalue-states of J2z , and the corresponding boundary
points are given in (53) and (52).
Next, in the case of j “ 4, the largest eigenvalue of
operator (46) is
λmpφq “ 12
”
40 f
3 ` 2
b
p
3 cos
´
1
3 arccos
´
´q
2
b
27
p3
¯¯ı
,
ppφq “ 2083 pf2 ` 3g2q , qpφq “ 448027 pf3 ´ 9fg2q . (81)
TABLE II. From left, the angular momentum quantum num-
bers are listed in the first column. The second and third
columns contain the absolute minima of hp~ε q and u1{2p~ε q,
respectively. Whereas, the third and forth columns carry
the global maxima of u2p~ε q and umaxp~ε q [for j ą 4, see Ap-
pendix ]. Each extremum is appended with the φ-values at
which it occurs on the boundary of E . Note that the numerical
values given here are rounded to a few decimal places.
j h u1{2 u2 umax
5
2
0.419 at 2.321 at 1.781 at 1.882 at
1.965, 5.89 0, pi
2
2.29, 5.57 2.36, 5.5
3
0.427 at 2.321 at 1.774 at 1.878 at
1.934, 5.92 0, pi
2
2.281, 5.573 2.356, 5.498
7
2
0.351 at 2.288 at 1.8225 at 1.91 at
1.981, 5.873 0, pi
2
2.29, 5.564 2.356, 5.498
4
0.356 at 2.288 at 1.8164 at 1.9014 at
1.951, 5.903 0, pi
2
2.282, 5.572 2.356, 5.498
The associated eigenvector
|φy0 9 α
`ˇˇ`4D` ˇˇ´4D˘` β `ˇˇ`2D` ˇˇ´2D˘` ˇˇ0D (82)
provides an extreme point
xφ|J2x |φy “ 2p5`2α
2`3?10 β`2?7αβ`8 β2q
2α2`2 β2`1 ,
xφ|J2y |φy “ 2p5`2α
2´3?10 β´2?7αβ`8 β2q
2α2`2 β2`1 (83)
of the numerical range E , where
βpφq “ ´3
?
10 g
p2?7 gq2
2λm´4f `16 f´2λm
, αpφq “ 2
?
7 g
2λm´4f β (84)
for all except φ “ 5pi4 . All the extreme points lie on the
(red) closed-curve in Fig. 5.
Like (65)–(68), we consider the combined uncertainty
and certainty measures based on th, u1{2u and tu2, umaxu
and achieve their global minima th, u1{2u and maxima
tu2, umaxu, respectively, by employing the parametric
form xφ| ~E |φy of the boundary BE . Table II carries all
the extrema and the values of parameter φ at which they
occur for j “ 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4. With the minima and maxima
one can have tight URs and CRs such as (65)–(68), and
with the φ-values one can have the minimum-uncertainty
or maximum-certainty states |φyxφ|. Roughly, the ex-
trema occur in those parts of the boundary which are
near to the corners of hyperrectangle (47). As we increase
j these parts get closer to the corners, and as j Ñ8 the
allowed region becomes a triangle that shares three cor-
ners with the hyperrectangle H. Moreover, all our URs
and CRs become (more precisely, tends to) trivial in the
limit j Ñ 8 [for a justification, see the last two para-
graphs of Sec. II].
One can observe that E takes the triangular shape
as we move from Fig. 3 to Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 and Ap-
pendix , we present th, u1{2, u2, umaxu as functions of
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FIG. 6. The left and right plots exhibit the values of h and of
tu1{2, u2, umaxu, which are obtained numerically for the quan-
tum numbers j “ 3
2
, 2, 5
2
¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. The values are documented
in Appendix . These plots suggest slow convergence in hÑ 0
and u1{2 Ñ 2 in comparison to u2 Ñ 2 and umax Ñ 2 as j Ñ8.
j “ 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. There one can see that the tight lower
bounds h and u1{2 of hp~ε q and u1{2p~ε q decrease toward
their trivial lower bounds 0 and 2, respectively, as j in-
creases. While the upper bounds u2 and umax of u2p~ε q
and umaxp~ε q increase in the direction of their trivial up-
per bound 2.
To visualize E for a very large quantum number j, we
first apply the uniform scaling
pJx, Jy, Jzq ÞÑ
ˆ
Jx
j
,
Jy
j
,
Jz
j
˙
(85)
and then the limit j Ñ8. After which hyperrectangle
(47) becomes the square r0, 1sˆ2, and the extreme points
in (52) approach to`
1, 0
˘
,
`
0, 1
˘
, and
`
0, 0
˘
, (86)
respectively. In the limit j Ñ8, the convex hull of points
(86) is the allowed region of 1j2 pxJ2y y, xJ2y yq, which is in-
deed a triangle. It is again justified in Sec. VIII by apply-
ing the quantum de Finetti theorem [30, 31]. We want to
stress that the boundary-plots in Figs. 2–5 are obtained
in [10] by taking a N -qubit system that we consider in
Sec. VIII. By the way, the points in (53) and (54) fall on
sides of the triangle after scaling (85) and then the limit.
VI. ANTICOMMUTATORS OF ANGULAR
MOMENTUM OPERATORS
In this section, we consider the anticommutators
A1 :“ JxJz ` JzJx ,
A2 :“ JyJz ` JzJy , and (87)
A3 :“ JxJy ` JyJx “ ´ 12 Y2
of the angular momentum operators; Yγ is defined in (31).
In Sec. IV, we learned that the maximum and minimum
eigenvalues of Y2 are the same in magnitude but oppo-
site in sign. Hence, the extreme eigenvalues ˘am of A3
are ˘λm2 , where λm is—an extreme eigenvalue of Y2—
listed in Table I. Since the anticommutators in (87) are
unitarily equivalent, they all share a common spectrum.
Consequently, in the case of ~E “ pA1, A2, A3q, hyperrect-
angle (3) is the cube r´am, amsˆ3.
First, let us only take A1 and A2. Like in Sec. IV, one
can show that the trace of different powers of
Λpφq “ cosφA1 ` sinφA2 (88)
and thus all its eigenvalues are independent of φ. As a
result, the permitted region of pxA1y, xA2yq is completely
identified by the QC
xA1y2 ` xA2y2 ď a2m . (89)
Since we can cyclically transform one anticommutator
into other by a unitary conjugation, the above state-
ments are true for any pair of the three anticommutators.
One can check that the orthogonal projection of E—given
below for ~E “ pA1, A2, A3q—onto the xAtyxAt1y-plane,
t ‰ t1, is the circular disk specified by a QC such as (89).
Moreover, URs and CRs for At and At1 will be same as
(41)–(44) for Xγ and Yγ .
Now let us take
Λpθ, φq “ sin θ pcosφA1 ` sinφA2q ` cos θ A3 (90)
as per (5) and present the allowed region E of the mean
vector ~ε “ pxA1y, xA2y, xA3yq. In the case of j “ 12 , all
the anticommutators are the null operator, thus E only
carries the origin p0, 0, 0q. For j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 52 , in the follow-
ing, the maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq and the associated
eigenkets |θ, φy of Λpθ, φq are provided as functions of
θ P r0, pis and φ P r0, 2piq. Then it becomes cumbersome
to deliver analytic expressions for them. Therefore, in the
case of j “ 3, 72 , 4, 25, and 50, we divide both the inter-
vals r0, pis and r0, 2pis into, say, k and k1 numbers of equal
parts. And, only the angles θk “ k pik and φk1 “ k1 2pik1 are
chosen, where k “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,k and k1 “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,k1. For
every pθk, φk1q, we compute λm, |θ, φy, face (14) of E , and
then by joining these faces we draw boundary (12) of E
in Figs. 8 and 9. In the next section, almost all plots are
generated in this way.
In an even dimension d “ 2j ` 1, λmpθ, φq is twofold
degenerate at every θ and φ. Hence, two orthogonal
eigenkets |θ, φy1 ,2 are provided for j “ 32 , 52 . In this sec-
tion, the subscript of a ket, say, |θ, φy1 is just an in-
dex, and it does not represent that the ket belongs to
an invariant subspace S1 like before. In odd dimensions
d “ 3, 5, 7, and 9, λmpθ, φq is twice degenerate only at
tpθl, φlqu4l“1, which are recorded in Table III.
Now we begin with j “ 1, where
λmpθ, φq “ 2?3 cos
`
1
3 arccos
`´?27
2 cos θpsin θq2 sinp2φq
˘˘
.
(91)
At all the four degeneracy points λm “ 1?3 , and the pair
11
TABLE III. Four pθl, φlq and the corresponding unit vectors
(6) are listed in the right and left columns. By replacing θ
and φ with pi ´ θ and pi ` φ, respectively, one can have the
angles for the antipodal vectors t´pηlu4l“1.pηpθ, φq θ φpη1 “ 1?3 p1, 1, 1q θ1 “ arccosp 1?3 q φ1 “ pi4pη2 “ 1?3 p´1, 1,´1q θ2 “ pi ´ θ1 φ2 “ 3pi4pη3 “ 1?3 p´1,´1, 1q θ3 “ θ1 φ3 “ 5pi4pη4 “ 1?3 p1,´1,´1q θ4 “ θ2 φ4 “ 7pi4
|θl, φly1 ,2 of eigenkets are
|θ1, φ1y1 “ 1?2 p|`1y ` i |´1yq “ |θ3, φ3y1 ,
|θ2, φ2y1 “ 1?2 p|`1y ´ i |´1yq “ |θ4, φ4y1 ,
|θ1, φ1y2 “ 1?6
`
e´i
pi
4 |`1y ` 2 |0y ´ eipi4 |´1y˘ , (92)
|θ2, φ2y2 “ 1?6
`´eipi4 |`1y ` 2 |0y ` e´ipi4 |´1y˘ ,
|θ3, φ3y2 “ 1?6
`´e´ipi4 |`1y ` 2 |0y ` eipi4 |´1y˘ , and
|θ4, φ4y2 “ 1?6
`
ei
pi
4 |`1y ` 2|0y ´ e´ipi4 |´1y˘ .
At each pθl, φlq, by varying µ P r0, pi2 s and ν P r0, 2piq in a
general eigenket
|θl, φly “ cosµ |θl, φly1 ` sinµ eiν |θl, φly2 , (93)
one can generate the face Fpθl, φlq of allowed region E
according to (14). These four faces are circular disks,
Fpθ3, φ3q on E is shown in Fig. 7 with its normal vectorpη3. Moreover, the four circles (boundary of the disks) are
intersections of BE and the unit sphere centered at the
origin.
The maximum-eigenvalue-ket
|θ, φy “
#
|θ1, φ1y1 for θ P r0, θ1q and φ P tφ1, φ3u
|θ2, φ2y1 for θ P pθ2, pis and φ P tφ2, φ4u ,
(94)
and for the rest of angles, the eigenkets are
|θ, φy 9 α |`1y ` β |0y ` ς |´1y , where
α “ pe´iφλm ` i eiφ cos θq sin θ , (95)
β “ ?2 pλ2m ´ pcos θq2q , and
ς “ p´eiφλm ` i e´iφ cos θq sin θ .
The eigenkets in (95) provide the parametric form
xθ, φ|A1|θ, φy “ β
`
pα`αq´pς`ςq
˘
?
2
`
|α|2`β2`|ς|2
˘ ,
xθ, φ|A2|θ, φy “ i β
`
pα´αq`pς´ςq
˘
?
2
`
|α|2`β2`|ς|2
˘ , (96)
xθ, φ|A3|θ, φy “ i pας´αςq|α|2`β2`|ς|2
FIG. 7. (Color online) In the case of j “ 1, am “ 1, and the
numerical range E of ~E “ pA1, A2, A3q is the red strawberry-
shaped region with the blue circular disk. The disk is the
face Fpθ3, φ3q of E , and the arrow is in the direction of its
normal pη3. There are total four such disks—normal to each
unit vector pηl in Table III—that are parts of the boundary
BE .
of the part—other than the four circular disks—of the
boundary BE . The overline in α denotes the complex
conjugation of α. With (96), one can realize that E is
the convex hull of Steiner’s Roman surface described by
pa1a2q2 ` pa2a3q2 ` pa3a1q2 “ ´2 a1a2a3 (97)
in [38] (see also [3, 6]), here ´1 ď at “ xAtyam ď 1 and t “
1, 2, 3.
We combine (un)certainty measures for the three anti-
commutators with respect to (15)–(19). Then, to reach
their absolute extrema on the boundary, we vary the two
angles in (96) and thus obtain the tight URs and CRs
1
2
`
6 ln 6´ 5 ln 5˘ ď 3ÿ
t“1
hpxAtyq “ hp~ε q , (98)
1` 2?2 ď
3ÿ
t“1
u1{2pxAtyq , (99)
3ÿ
t“1
u2pxAtyq ď 136 , and (100)
3ÿ
t“1
umaxpxAtyq ď 52 . (101)
Inequalities (98), (100), and (101) are saturated by the
maximum-eigenvalue-states of ´pηl ¨ ~E for l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4
[for pηl, see Table III]. Whereas (99) is saturated by the
six extreme-eigenvalue-states of A1, A2, and A3.
Next we pick j “ 32 , where λmpθ, φq “
?
3 “ am is the
same for all angles. One can check that both the or-
thonormal eigenkets
|θ, φy1 “ 1?2
`
e´iφ sin θ|` 32y ` |` 12y ` i cos θ|´ 32y
˘
,
|θ, φy2 “ 1?2
`´i cos θ|` 32y ` |´ 12y ´ eiφ sin θ|´ 32y˘
(102)
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and all there normalized linear combinations such as (93)
deliver a single point on the sphere of radius
?
3 centered
at the origin. In a nutshell, here the numerical range is
bounded by the QC
xA1y2 ` xA2y2 ` xA3y2 ď a2m . (103)
Now we move to j “ 2, where λmpθ, φq “
?
12 “ am is
also independent of both the angles, hence E is com-
pletely determined by QC (103). Except for θ P tθ1, θ2u,
here the maximum-eigenvalue-ket is given by
|θ, φy 9 α|`2y ` β|`1y ` |0y ` ς|´1y ` ξ|´2y, where
α “ 3e´iφpsin θq β´i
?
6 cos θ?
12
,
ξ “ ´3eiφpsin θq ς`i
?
6 cos θ?
12
, (104)
β “
`p´i3eiφ cos θ`?3e´iφqc´i3 cos θp´i3e´iφ cos θ´?3eiφq˘ sin θ?
2pc2´9pcos θq2q ,
ς “
`p´i3e´iφ cos θ´?3eiφqc`i3 cos θp´i3eiφ cos θ`?3e´iφq˘ sin θ?
2pc2´9pcos θq2q ,
c “ ?12´ 9psin θq2?
12
.
At θ “ θ1 and θ “ θ2, the denominators of β and ς be-
come zero, then (104) is no more applicable. In these
cases, the eigenkets are
|θ1, φy “ 1?6
`
e´iφ|`2y ` ?2|`1y ` i?2|´1y ´ ieiφ|´2y˘,
|θ2, φy “ 1?6
`
e´iφ|`2y ` ?2|`1y ´ i?2|´1y ` ieiφ|´2y˘.
(105)
As λm is twofold degenerate in the four directions. For
each pθl, φlq in Table III, one eigenket can be retrieved
from (105) and the other orthonormal eigenkets are
|θ1, φ1y2 “ 13
´?
2|`2y ` eipi4 |`1y ` i?3|0y ` e´ipi4 |´1y ´ ?2|´2y
¯
,
|θ2, φ2y2 “ 13
´
´?2|`2y ` e´ipi4 |`1y ` i?3|0y ` eipi4 |´1y ` ?2|´2y
¯
,
|θ3, φ3y2 “ 13
´
´?2|`2y ` eipi4 |`1y ´ i?3|0y ` e´ipi4 |´1y ` ?2|´2y
¯
,
|θ4, φ4y2 “ 13
´
´?2|`2y ´ e´ipi4 |`1y ` i?3|0y ´ eipi4 |´1y ` ?2|´2y
¯
.
(106)
One can verify that the eigenkets in (104)–(106) yield
different points
xθ, φ| ~E |θ, φy “ am pηpθ, φq (107)
of the boundary BE , which is a sphere.
Like (98)–(101), here we achieve
2 ln 2 “ h ď hp~ε q (108)
1` 2?2 “ u1{2 ď u1{2p~ε q , (109)
u2p~ε q ď u2 “ 2 , and (110)
umaxp~ε q ď umax “ 12 p3`
?
3q (111)
by using parametric form (107) for both j “ 32 as well
as j “ 2. Since BE specified by (28) is also a sphere,
the same URs and CRs (108)–(111) are reported in [15]
FIG. 8. (Color online) From top-left to bottom-right, moving
horizontally, the allowed regions E for the three anticommu-
tators in (87) are illustrated by the red convex bodies for
j “ 5
2
, 3, 7
2
, and 4. The four supporting hyperplanes shown in
blue color are normal to the four unit-vectors ´pηl registered
in Table III.
for the three angular momentum operators. QC (103)
and CR (110) are equal, therefore every |θ, φyxθ, φ| sat-
urates (110). For URs (108) and (109), the minimum
uncertainty states are the eigenstates of A1, A2, A3 re-
lated to their extreme-eigenvalues ˘am. The maximum-
and minimum-eigenvalue-states of Λpθl, φlq for every l “
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4 saturate CR (111).
Next we take j “ 52 , where λmpθ, φq is
4
b
7
3 cos
´
1
3 arccos
´
5 cos θpsin θq2 sinp2φq
b
33
73
¯¯
(112)
for all θ and φ. The two orthonormal eigenkets associated
with λm are
|θ, φy1 9 α1 |` 52y ` β1 |` 32y ` |` 12y ` ς1 |´ 32y ` ξ1 |´ 52y ,
|θ, φy2 9 α2 |` 52y ` β2 |` 32y ` |´ 12y ` ς2 |´ 32y ` ξ2 |´ 52y ,
(113)
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where
α1 “ 2
?
5 e´iφpsin θq β1´i
?
10 cos θ
λm
,
ξ1 “ ´2
?
5eiφpsin θq ς1
λm
,
β1 “ 2p´i
?
50 eiφ cos θ`?2 e´iφλmq sin θ
λ2m´20psin θq2 ,
ς1 “ i 3
?
2 cos θλm
λ2m´20psin θq2 , (114)
α2 “ 2
?
5e´iφpsin θq β2
λm
,
ξ2 “ ´2
?
5 eiφpsin θq ς2`i
?
10 cos θ
λm
,
β2 “ ´i 3
?
2 cos θλm
λ2m´20psin θq2 , and
ς2 “ 2p´i
?
50 e´iφ cos θ´?2 eiφλmq sin θ
λ2m´20psin θq2 .
Both |θ, φy1 ,2 and all their superpositions provide a sin-
gle boundary-point xθ, φ| ~E|θ, φy of E . The permitted re-
gions for ~E “ pA1, A2, A3q—with their four supporting
hyperplanes (9) at tppi ´ θl, pi ` φlqu4l“1—are displayed
in Fig. 8 for j “ 52 , 3, 72 , and 4. To draw BE for j “ 52 ,
(112)–(114) are used. While, for j “ 3, 72 , and 4, we ob-
tain BE numerically as described at the beginning of this
section.
Like (85), now we apply the uniform scaling
pA1, A2, A3q ÞÑ 1am pA1, A2, A3q “ 1am ~E , (115)
and then the allowed region Eus of 1am ~ε will be in the
hyperrectangle Hus “ r´1, 1sˆ3 provided j ě 1. Up to
j “ 50 we have checked that x˘aptqm |At1 |˘aptqm y “ ˘amδt t1
holds true, where |˘aptqm y are the eigenkets of At corre-
sponding to the extreme eigenvalues ˘am, and δt t1 is the
Kronecker delta function. The above statement seems to
hold for all j ě 1, hence
p˘1, 0, 0q, p0,˘1, 0q, and p0, 0,˘1q (116)
will be the extreme points of Eus.
According to (103), Eus is the unit ball for j “ 32 , 2, and
as we increase j one can observe in Figs. 8 and 9 that Eus
monotonically contracts in the four directions t´pηlu4l“1
and expands in their antipodal directions tpηlu4l“1. Us-
ing the quantum de Finetti theorem [30, 31] in the limit
j Ñ8, we show in Sec. VIII that Eus is the convex hull
of Steiner’s Roman surface characterized by
pa1a2q2 ` pa2a3q2 ` pa3a1q2 “ 2 a1a2a3 , (117)
recall that ´1 ď at “ xAtyam ď 1 for t “ 1, 2, and 3. Even
at a finite j one can clearly recognize the Roman surface,
(117), in Fig. 9 that displays Eus for j “ 25, 50.
An uncertainty measure such as hp~ε q on E is basically
hp ~εam q on Eus. For j “ 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 92 , hp ~εam q reaches its
absolute minimum h “ 2 ln 2 at the six points in (116),
and for all other j ě 5 the minimum h occurs at the four
points
xθl,φl|~E|θl,φly
am
“ xθ1,φ1|A1|θ1,φ1yam
?
3 pηl (118)
FIG. 9. (Color online) The red convex bodies on left- and
right-hand-side represent regions Eus of the average vectors
1
am
~ε for the large quantum numbers j “ 25 and j “ 50, re-
spectively, for which am “ 614.689 and am “ 2479.333. Here
xAyus denotes xAyam . Like in Fig. 8, the four tangent hyperplane
are painted in blue color.
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FIG. 10. We present list-plots of the tight lower bound h
and the tight upper bounds tu2, umaxu in the left and right
panels for j “ 3
2
, 2, 5
2
¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. These bounds are printed in
Appendix , with which one can enjoy the tight UR h ď hp~ε q
and the CRs u2 ď u2p~ε q and umax ď umaxp~ε q for tA1, A2, A3u.
in the directions tpηlu4l“1. Although the maximum eigen-
value of pηl ¨ ~E is double degenerate but all its associated
eigenkets |θl, φly give a single point (118) as long as j ą 1.
The mean value
xθ1,φ1|A1|θ1,φ1y
am
P “ 1?
3
, 23
‰
for all j ą 1 , (119)
and it is given in Appendix for j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. Taking
those numerical values, we compute hp~ε q at an extreme
point (118) in order to have the tight lower bound h for
j ě 5. The values of h for j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50 are then plotted
in Fig. 10 and recorded in Appendix .
The global minimum u1{2 “ 1 ` 2
?
2 of combined un-
certainty measure u1{2p~ε q ” u1{2p ~εam q occurs at points
(116) for every j ě 1, hence tight UR (109) [see also
(99)] holds for all j ě 1. The extreme-eigenvalue-kets
|˘aptqm y of the anticommutators are the minimum uncer-
tainty kets for this UR. Next, both certainty measures
u2p~ε q and umaxp~ε q achieve their absolute maxima at
the four points in (118) for j ą 1, and thus the CRs
u2 ď u2p~ε q and umax ď umaxp~ε q are saturated by the
maximum-eigenvalue-states of pηl¨ ~E, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4. Like
hp~ε q, taking mean value (119) from Appendix , we com-
pute the upper bounds u2 and umax for j “ 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50,
record them in Appendix and plot them in Fig. 10.
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In a nutshell, the lower- and upper-bounds of combined
uncertainty- and certainty-measures obey:
h P “ 12`6 ln 6´ 5 ln 5˘, 2 ln 2‰ , u1{2 “ 1` 2?2 ,
u2 P
“
2, 136
‰
, and umax P
“
1
2 p3`
?
3q, 52
‰
(120)
for all j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,8. In Fig. 10 [see also Appendix ],
one can perceive that as j increases h monotonically de-
creases whereas both u2 and umax increases, and in the
limit j Ñ8 we have
xθ1,φ1|A1|θ1,φ1y
am
Ñ 23 ,
hÑ 12
`
6 ln 6´ 5 ln 5˘ , (121)
u2 Ñ 136 , and
umax Ñ 52 .
Although relations (98)–(101) are not always tight but
they are nontrivial and hold for all j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,8.
VII. POWERS OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
OPERATORS
The first and second powers of angular momentum op-
erators are studied in Secs. III and V, respectively, here
we consider
~Eγ “
`pJxqγ , pJyqγ , pJzqγ˘ (122)
with higher but finite integer powers γ “ 3, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨.
Since analytic expressions of λmpθ, φq and |θ, φy are
cumbersome, we compute here the boundary points
xθ, φ| ~Eγ |θ, φy numerically by taking only a finite set of
pθk, φk1q. Then, by connecting these points as per (12)
and (14), we draw boundaries of the allowed regions in
Figs. 11, 13, 15, and 16.
Let us first take odd powers γ “ 3, 5, ¨ ¨ ¨, where hyper-
rectangle (3) for ~Eγ will be the cube r´jγ , jγsˆ3. Since
Jγx is directly proportional to Jx when j “ 12 , 1, the al-
lowed region Eγ is bounded by the sphere—centered at
the origin p0, 0, 0q—of radius jγ for the two quantum
numbers. By picking γ “ 3, we display E3 for j “ 32 , 2, 52 ,
and 10 in Fig. 11. One can observe that as we increase j
the (boundary of) allowed region changes its shape from
a sphere to an octahedron, in fact, it is true for all finite
odd powers γ ą 1.
Now, let us apply uniform scaling (85), where the
permissible region for 1jγ ~Eγ is denoted by Eusγ . For every
j and all positive odd powers,
p˘1, 0, 0q, p0,˘1, 0q, and p0, 0,˘1q (123)
lie on the boundary of Eusγ . These six extreme points
[see Fig. 11] come from the eigenkets of Jx, Jy, and Jz
corresponding to the eigenvalues ˘j. In the case of an
odd γ ą 1, as we increase j from 12 to 8, Eusγ monotoni-
cally shrinks from the unit sphere centered at the origin
FIG. 11. (Color online) From top-left to bottom-right, mov-
ing row by row, the numerical ranges of ~Eγ“3 of (122) for
j “ 3
2
, 2, 5
2
, and 10 are the red convex bodies. For each j, the
green extreme points p˘j3, 0, 0q, p0,˘j3, 0q, and p0, 0,˘j3q
are provided by the extreme-eigenvalue-kets of Jx, Jy, and Jz.
to the octahedron with vertices (123). With the help
of quantum de Finetti theorem [30, 31], it is shown in
Sec. VIII that indeed Eusγ becomes the octahedron in the
limit j Ñ8. The eight unit vectors t˘pηlu4l“1 in Table III
are normals to eight faces of the octahedron. With these
vectors, we define another family of regions
Gϑ :“
!
~r P r´1, 1sˆ3
ˇˇˇ 4ÿ
l“1
p?3 pηl ¨ ~r q2ϑ ď 4) (124)
such that as we increase ϑ P t1, 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,8u Gϑ also con-
tracts from the unit sphere to the octahedron, and points
(123) lie on the boundary of every Gϑ like Eusγ . Moreover,
there always exit two ϑ ď ϑ1 such that Gϑ Ě Eusγ Ě Gϑ1 ,
hence Gϑ and Gϑ1 are outer and inner approximations
of the numerical range Eusγ . In particular, the bound-
ary BEusγ lies between the octahedron BG8 and the unit
sphere BG1.
Recall that the two extreme eigenvalues of an operator
in 1jγ ~Eγ [for ~Eγ , see (122)] are ˘1 for an odd number γ.
Using (15)–(19), we establish uncertainty and certainty
functions of the mean vector ~ε “ 1jγ x ~Eγy and achieve
2 ln 2 ď hp~ε q , (125)
1` 2?2 ď u1{2p~ε q , (126)
u2p~ε q ď 2 , and (127)
umaxp~ε q ď umax P
“
2, 3`
?
3
2
‰
(128)
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FIG. 12. On the left-hand-side, taking γ “ 3, we plot the
values of upper-bound umax—appears in tight CR (128)—for
j “ 1, 3
2
, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. The values are filed in Appendix . On
the right-hand-side, choosing γ “ 3 and j “ 5
2
, we plot the
largest and second-largest eigenvalues λpθ, φq of pηpθ, φq ¨ ~Eγ
as functions of θ and φ [for ~Eγ , see (122)]. One can rec-
ognize that the gap between eigenvalues is the smallest at
tpθl, φlq, ppi ´ θl, pi ` φlqu4l“1 [for pθl, φlq, see Table III].
on Eusγ Ď G1. The functions h, u1{2, and u2 reach their
lower and upper bounds at the six extreme points in
(123). Hence, inequalities (125)–(127) are saturated by
the extreme-eigenvalue-states of Jx, Jy, and Jz. These
three relations hold for all j and positive odd powers γ.
The CR (128) is saturated by the extreme-eigenvalue-
states of the operators, ˘pηl ¨ ~Eγ , in the eight direc-
tions t˘pηlu4l“1. Since the numerical range Eusγ shrinks in
these directions, the upper bound umax decreases mono-
tonically from 3`
?
3
2 to 2 as j goes from
1
2 to 8. In
Fig. 12 and Appendix , taking γ “ 3, we present the
values of umax for j “ 1, 32 , 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50. One can clearly
observe predictions of the quantum de Finetti theorem
even at j “ 10: Eus3 in Fig. 11 becomes almost the octa-
hedron, and umax « 2.00759 [see Appendix and Fig. 12]
approaches 2. If one wants a CR based on umax that holds
for all the quantum numbers j then umaxp~ε q ď 3`
?
3
2 can
be adopted, it is not tight for j ą 1 but it is non-trivial.
Besides, one can safely employ umaxp~ε q ď 2.00759 as a
legitimate CR for all j ě 10 and γ “ 3.
In Fig. 12, for γ “ 3 and j “ 52 , we also plot the largest
and second-largest eigenvalues of Λpθ, φq “ pηpθ, φq ¨ ~Eγ .
There one can perceive that the gap between the eigen-
values is least at eight different pθ, φq that correspond
to t˘pηiu4i“1. The gap at these eight places reduces as j
grows, and it seems to disappear at j Ñ8. By the way,
such a situation appears in the study of quantum phase
transitions. The gap is already very small for j “ 10,
and the two eigenvalues are, 586.116 and 585.098, almost
equal at pθl, φlq. In other words, the maximum eigenvalue
λmpθl, φlq turns almost degenerate for a large quantum
number j, and the degeneracy is a necessary requirement
for the allowed region to have a flat face (that has more
than one distinct points). Therefore, eight flat faces ap-
pear on the boundary BEusγ for an odd power γ ě 3.
Now we take even powers γ “ 4, 6 ¨ ¨ ¨ for ~Eγ of (122),
then hyperrectangle (3) becomes
Hγ “
#“p 12 qγ , jγ‰ˆ3 for a half-integer j
r0, jγsˆ3 for an integer j . (129)
In the case of j “ 12 , 1, and 32 , one can compute the mean
value xpJxqγy from xJ2xy by using the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem for Jx, and similarly for the other two opera-
tors in ~Eγ . As a result, the numerical range Eγ of ~Eγ—
directly obtained from the numerical range of pJ2x , J2y q in
Sec. V—will be a single point, a triangle, and an elliptical
disk for j “ 12 , 1, and 32 , respectively.
Recall from Sec. V that S 20 and S 21 [stated in (37)]
are two mutually orthogonal invariant subspaces of J2x
and J2y . Hence, they will also be invariant subspaces of
Λpθ, φq “ pηpθ, φq ¨ ~Eγ for all even γ ě 2. Moreover, one
can find eigenvectors of Λ in these subspaces like Sec. V.
Here also, for every half-integer j, the maximum eigen-
value λmpθ, φq of Λpθ, φq is at least twofold degenerate in
all the directions pθ, φq.
Now we only focus on γ “ 4. The maximum-
eigenvalue-kets |˘jy and the minimum-eigenvalue-kets
|˘ 12y or |0y of J4z provide
x˘j|pJx,yq4|˘jy “ jp3j´1q4 and@˘ 12 ˇˇpJx,yq4 ˇˇ˘ 12D “ jpj`1qp6jpj`1q´7q` 23816 or (130)
x0|pJx,yq4|0y “ jpj`1qp3jpj`1q´2q8 .
One will have similar relations with the extreme-
eigenvalue-kets of J4x and J4y . In this way, analogues to
(52)–(54), we have six extreme points of the allowed re-
gion E4. These points are illustrated in Figs. 13, 15, and
16, where we present E4 for j “ 2, 52 , 3, 72 , and 25. Let us
analyze these one by one.
In the case of j “ 2, the operator Λpθ1, φ1q “ pη1 ¨ ~E4
has only two distinct eigenvalues 8
?
3 and 6
?
3 [for pη1,
see Table. III]. With the eigenvalues, one can have two
parallel supporting hyperplanes whose outward-pointing
normals are ˘pη1 as per (8) and (9). Here the numerical
range E4 is the convex hull of an ellipse in one of the
planes and the three extreme points
p16, 1, 1q , p1, 16, 1q , and p1, 1, 16q (131)
lie in the other plane. The ellipse is specified by the
equality inˆxJ4xy ` xJ4y y ´ 16
8
˙2
`
ˆxJ4xy ´ xJ4y y
8
?
3
˙2
ď 1 , and
?
3 xpη1 ¨ ~E4y “ xJ4xy ` xJ4y y ` xJ4z y “ 24 (132)
describes its plane. According to (14), the elliptical
face Fpθ1, φ1q identified by (132) and the triangular face
Fppi ´ θ1, pi ` φ1q made of the points in (131) are the
images of the two sets of eigenstates that are associated
with the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of pη1 ¨ ~E4.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) The red convex bodies in the top and
bottom rows are the allowed regions E4 for ~E4 [in (122)] when
j “ 2 and j “ 5
2
, respectively. In each row, the same region
is shown from different viewpoints. In all the pictures, the
green points come from the extreme-eigenvalue-states of J4x ,
J4y , and J4z as per (130). In the case of j “ 2, the top row, the
three blue points and the blue elliptical disk represent (131)
and (132), respectively. The blue points and boundary of the
disk form the set of all extreme points of E4. Furthermore,
there are four triangles—illustrated by the yellow lines—on
the boundary BE4, and their vertices are the blue points and
the three green points p0, 12, 12q, p12, 0, 12q, and p12, 12, 0q.
In the case of j “ 5
2
, the bottom row, the boundary BE4 has
four elliptical disks painted in blue color.
In other words, the conditions in (132) are only met by
the maximum-eigenvalue-states of pη1 ¨ ~E4. One can see in
Fig. 13 that there are three more triangles on the bound-
ary BE4 whose outward normals are ~η “ ´p1, 1, 7q and the
two obtained by permuting the entries in ~η. The lowest
eigenvalue 24 of J4x ` J4y ` 7J4z is threefold degenerate,
hence E4 gets a triangular face in the direction of ~η.
For j “ 2, there is not a single eigenvalue of Λpθ, φq
that stays the largest throughout the parameter space
r0, pis ˆ r0, 2piq of θ and φ. Four distinct eigenvalues
λpθ, φq compete and cross each other, known as the level
crossing, in different parts of the parameter space as
shown in Fig. 14. There we highlight points one in red
and four in black color—that correspond to the ellipse
and triangles—where the maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq
becomes double and triple degenerate, respectively.
Next, in the case of j “ 52 , Λpθ, φq has three distinct
eigenvalues, and each one is double degenerate for all θ
and φ. Although one of the eigenvalues stays the largest
in the whole parameter space r0, pis ˆ r0, 2piq, it meets
FIG. 14. (Color online) For j “ 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7
2
, we plot different
eigenvalues of Λpθ, φq “ pηpθ, φq ¨ ~E4 in separate colors on the
parameter space r0, pis ˆ r0, 2piq. ~Eγ“4 is given in (122). One
can recognize the maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq from the top
view. In the case of integer j-values, one out of four eigenval-
ues of Λ dominates in a region of the parameter space, and
one can observe the level crossings in the two left-hand-side
pictures. There one can easily spot points where—three col-
ors join—λm becomes threefold degenerate, some of them are
indicated by black dots. The black dots correspond to the
triangular faces of the allowed regions E4 in Figs. 13 and 15.
Whereas, in the case of j “ 5
2
and j “ 7
2
, the largest and the
second-largest eigenvalues meet only at four and six individ-
ual points, respectively. These four and three out of the six
points are marked in red color. The red dots in all the above
pictures have link with the elliptical faces of E4 in Figs. 13
and 15.
the second-largest eigenvalue at four different pθ, φq. In
other words, the maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq becomes
fourfold degenerate only at these 4 points featured in red
color in Fig. 14. Consequently, we observe four flat faces
[see Fig. 13 for j “ 52 ] on the boundary of the numerical
range E4. All these faces are elliptical in shape. One of
these is described byˆxJ4xy ` xJ4y y ´ 80324
50
3
˙2
`
ˆxJ4xy ´ xJ4y y
50?
3
˙2
ď 1 and
?
3 xpη1 ¨ ~E4y “ xJ4xy ` xJ4y y ` xJ4z y “ 80316 , (133)
and another is byˆxJ4xy ` xJ4y y ´ 39.7056
10.4194
˙2
`
ˆxJ4xy ´ xJ4y y
30.7721
˙2
ď 1 and
xJ4xy ` xJ4y y ` 4.076923 xJ4z y “ 50.37981 . (134)
Like (132), the second equations in (133) and (134)
identify the tangent hyperplanes of E4 in which the
associated ellipses reside. One can check that only
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the eigenstates attached to the biggest eigenvalue 803
16
?
3
of pη1 ¨ ~E4 and ´50.37981 of ´pJ4x ` J4y ` 4.076923 J4z q
satisfy (133) and (134), respectively. Since the op-
erator J4x ` 4.076923 J4y ` J4z is unitarily equivalent to
J4x ` J4y ` 4.076923 J4z , by the cyclic permutations oftx, y, zu in (134) one can obtain relations that charac-
terize the two remaining elliptical faces of the allowed
region. Note that numbers such as 4.076923 are rounded
to a few decimal places.
Next, we take j “ 3, where the allowed region is the
convex hull of three intersecting ellipses and the point
p16, 16, 16q that is marked in blue color in Fig. 15. There
one can notice blue curves, which are the parts—of the
ellipses—that lie on the boundary BE4. The remaining
(unseen) parts of ellipses fall inside the numerical range
E4. One of the ellipses can be characterized by the equal-
ity inˆxJ4xy ` xJ4y y ´ 82
20
˙2
`
ˆxJ4xy ´ xJ4y y
20
?
15
˙2
ď 1 and
x 2J4x ` 2J4y ` 5J4z y “ 204 , (135)
and the other two by permuting tx, y, zu in these rela-
tions. The second equation in (135) describes the plane
where the ellipse stays. Note that this plane is not a
supporting plane of E4 but it passes through the allowed
region. Moreover the eigenvalue 204 of 2J4x ` 2J4y ` 5J4z
is not an extreme eigenvalue.
Like j “ 2, the level crossings occur also in the case
of j “ 3. In Fig. 14, we mark four points in black
color where λmpθ, φq turns triple degenerate. In these
four directions—pη1, ~η “ ´p1, 1, 3.55739q, and the two ob-
tained by permuting the entries in ~η—E4 has four trian-
gular faces [see Fig. 15]. One can check that the biggest
eigenvalues 34
?
3 and ´88.9183 of the operators pη1 ¨ ~E4
[for pη1, see Table III] and ~η ¨ ~E4 are threefold degener-
ate, and the associated eigenstates generate the triangu-
lar faces.
Now we move to j “ 72 , where each eigenvalue of
Λpθ, φq is at least double degenerate, and there are at
most four distinct eigenvalues over the whole parameter
space. Its maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq becomes fourfold
degenerate at six different pθ, φq, and three of them are
indicated by the red-dots in Fig. 14. The allowed region
E4 has three elliptical faces in the directions pθ, φq associ-
ated with the red-dots. One of the faces is characterized
byˆxJ4xy ` xJ4y y ´ 36.96675
21.71172
˙2
`
ˆxJ4xy ´ xJ4y y
20.731196
˙2
ď 1 and
xJ4x ` J4y ` 0.3890792 J4z y “ 71.8851 , (136)
and the remaining two by the permutations of tx, y, zu
in these relations. Only the eigenstates associated with
the smallest eigenvalue 71.8851 of J4x`J4y `0.3890792 J4z
meet all the conditions in (136).
Finally, after the uniform scaling (85), we present the
allowed Eus4 in Fig. 16 in the case of a large quantum
FIG. 15. (Color online) The red convex bodies in the top and
bottom rows depict the numerical range E4 of ~Eγ“4 in the
case of quantum numbers j “ 3 and j “ 7
2
, respectively. Like
Fig. 13, each row carries the same E4. In the top-pictures,
the blue curves are parts of three ellipses, the blue point is
16p1, 1, 1q, and the yellow lines constitute four different tri-
angles on the boundary BE4. The ellipses cross each other at
the three green points, such as p81, 6, 6q, that come from the
maximum-eigenvalue states of J4x , J4y , and J4z [see (130)]. The
blue point is a vertex of the triangles, and the other vertices—
fall on the ellipses—are p73.6649, 1.24132, 10.8375q, the green
point p51, 51, 0q, and the rest obtained by the permutations
of their entries. In the bottom-pictures, for j “ 7
2
, one can
see three elliptical disks in blue color on the boundary of E4.
The vector ´p1, 1, 0.3890792q is an outward normal to the
supporting hyperplane in which one of the disks resides.
FIG. 16. (color online) For j “ 25, the numerical range
Eus4 of 1j4 ~E4 is shown through—the red convex body—
two different directions. Here we present the mean values
xJ4xyus :“
@pJx
j
q4D, xJ4y yus, and xJ4z yus after the uniform scal-
ing (85). As per (130), here two of the green points are
p0.001184, 0.001184, 1q and p0.405184, 0.405184, 0q.
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FIG. 17. Like Fig. 6, the plots exhibit the lower bounds of
hp~εq and u1{2p~εq and the upper bounds of u2p~εq and umaxp~εq
on E4 as functions of the quantum number j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50.
number j “ 25. One can notice a curved surface at the
boundary BEus4 , which is predicted by the quantum de
Finetti theorem in the limit j Ñ8 [see the next section].
If we apply this limit to the mean values in (130) then
we realize
lim
jÑ8
1
j4 x˘j| ~E4|˘jy “ p0, 0, 1q and (137)
lim
jÑ8
1
j4
@˘ 12 ˇˇ ~E4 ˇˇ˘ 12D “ p 38 , 38 , 0q “ limjÑ8 1j4 x0| ~E4|0y .
One can recognize that two of the green points in Fig. 16
are indeed close to p 38 , 38 , 0q and a corner p0, 0, 1q of the
hypercube r0, 1sˆ3 “ lim
jÑ8
1
j4H4 [for Hγ“4, see (129)].
Like before, according to (15)–(19), here we build our
combined uncertainty th, u1{2u and certainty tu2, umaxu
functions of the mean vector ~ε “ x ~E4y. Then, for ev-
ery j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, we compute values of these func-
tions on a finite set of boundary points of E4 and con-
sider the minimum values of h, u1{2 as their lower bounds
h, u1{2 and the maximum values of u2, umax as their up-
per bounds u2, umax. With a bound one has a UR or
CR. We plot these bounds in Fig. 17 and record them
in Appendix . These bounds are accurate up to a first
few decimal places, and one can improve them by taking
more boundary points or adopting a procedure such as
reported in [1].
The uncertainty and certainty measures reach their
extreme values th, u1{2, u2, umaxu in those parts of the
boundary which are close to the corners of hyperrect-
angle (129). As these parts move toward the corners [see
Figs. 13, 15, and 16] as j grows, the lower bounds de-
crease and the upper bounds increase [see Fig. 17]. In
the limit j Ñ8, the allowed region will share three ver-
tices of the hyperrectangle [see (137)] and h, u1{2, u2, and
umax will hit their trivial values 0, 3, 3, and 3, respec-
tively.
VIII. N -QUBIT SYSTEM
In this section, one by one, we consider (122) and
~Eγ “ pA1,γ , A2,γ , A3,γq , where
A1,γ :“ pJxqγpJzqγ ` pJzqγpJxqγ ,
A2,γ :“ pJyqγpJzqγ ` pJzqγpJyqγ , and (138)
A3,γ :“ pJxqγpJyqγ ` pJyqγpJxqγ .
As before γ is a finite positive integer. Here, in both the
cases, the main task is to achieve the allowed region for
~Eγ in the limit j Ñ8. To complete the task, we take a
system of N spin- 12 particles (qubits), and applying the
famous quantum de Finetti theorem [30, 31] in the limit
N Ñ8.
Let us begin with the vector Pauli operator
~σi “ pXi,Yi,Ziq that acts on ith qubit’s Hilbert space,
and
~J “ pJx,Jy,Jzq :“ 12
Nÿ
i“1
~σi (139)
is the total angular momentum vector operator on N -
qubit Hilbert space H2bN . The operator J2 “ ~J ¨ ~J has
eigenvalues jpj`1q where j “ N2 , N2 ´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0 or 12 when
N is an even or odd number. In an eigenbasis of (de-
generate operator) J2, the components of ~J reveal their
block-diagonal forms, for instance,
Jz “ 12
Nÿ
i“1
Zi “ J p
N
2
q
z ‘ J pN2 ´1qz ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ J p0or
1
2 q
z , (140)
where ‘J pN2 ´1qz denotes the direct sum of multiple copies
of the angular momentum operator Jz corresponding to
the quantum number j “ N2 ´ 1, and so on. There is only
one copy of J p
N
2
q
z in the direct sum. For more details, we
point the reader to [37, 39]. Polynomials of Jx,Jy, and
Jz such as
pJxqγ , pJyqγ , pJzqγ , (141)
A1,γ :“ pJxqγpJzqγ ` pJzqγpJxqγ ,
A2,γ :“ pJyqγpJzqγ ` pJzqγpJyqγ , and (142)
A3,γ :“ pJxqγpJyqγ ` pJyqγpJxqγ
carry the same block-diagonal structure.
A side remark: The numerical range of a direct sum
of operators, say, pA‘A1, B ‘B1q is the convex hull of
the numerical ranges of pA,Bq and pA1, B1q provided A
and B act on the same Hilbert space, and similarly for
A1 and B1 [11, 40]. Hence, we can express the numerical
range of pJ2x,J2yq as
EpJ2x,J2yq “ Conv
# N
2ď
j“0or 12
E`pJ pjqx q2, pJ pjqy q2˘
+
. (143)
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FIG. 18. The left and right portrayals are for N “ 7 and
N “ 8 number of qudits. The red closed curves and the red
points are the boundaries of E`pJ pjqx q2, pJ pjqy q2˘ for different
j “ N
2
, N
2
´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0 or 1
2
. The curves are taken from Figs. 2–
5.
By looking at Fig. 18 one can tell, at least up to N “ 8,
that EpJ2x,J2yq is the convex hull of E
`pJ pN{2qx q2, pJ pN{2qy q2˘
and the point p0, 0q or p 14 , 14 q when N is an even or
odd number. The point p0, 0q is the allowed region
of pJ2x , J2y q when the quantum number j “ 0. Since
p0, 0q or p 14 , 14 q is a vertex of the hyperrectangle (3)
in the case of J2x and J
2
y, we do not get a nontrivial
UR and CR for them based on the procedure given in
Sec. II. Whereas, in the case of anticommutators (138)
and (142), we observe a nested sequence of regions and
thus EpA1,1,A2,1,A3,1q “ EpApN{2q1,1 , ApN{2q2,1 ApN{2q3,1 q, which
we have checked up to N “ 50.
Now coming back to our main task, we only need the
eigenspace of J2 that corresponds to the largest quantum
number j “ N2 . Since Jz commutes with J2, we choose
their common eigenkets, known as the Dicke kets [37, 39],
|j,my “ 1pj´mq! 1bp 2jj´mq pJ´q
j´m|` 12ybN , where (144)
J˘ “ Jx ˘ iJy , m P tj, j ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´ju , j “ N2 , (145)`
2j
j´m
˘
is the binomial coefficient, and |` 12y “ Z|` 12y.
Dicke kets satisfy the eigenvalue equations
J2 |j,my “ jpj ` 1q |j,my , (146)
Jz |j,my “ m |j,my , and (147)
Up |j,my “ |j,my for all p , (148)
where Up is the unitary operator associated with a per-
mutation p of qubits’ indices t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu. Equation (147)
is same as (24). Due to Eq. (148), all Dicke kets (144)
have the Bose-Einstein symmetry [31], and they form an
orthonormal basis of the symmetric subspace
SympH bN2 q :“ span
 ˇˇ
N
2 ,m
D ˇˇ
m “ N2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´N2
(
(149)
of the N -qubit Hilbert space. In short, SympH bN2 q is
the eigenspace J2 and Up for all p’s.
The N -qubit operators pJx,Jy,Jzq restricted to this
subspace behave as pJx, Jy, Jzq [see (22)–(25)], that is,
~J
ˇˇˇ
SympH bN2 q
” ~J “ pJx, Jy, Jzq on Hd , (150)
where the dimension d “ 2j ` 1 “ N ` 1. We put the
same restriction, (150), on theN -qubit operators in (141)
and (142). Now let us form a set
Ωbe “ Conv
!
|ψyxψ|
ˇˇˇ
|ψy P SympH bN2 q
)
(151)
of all those N -qubit density operators whose supports
lie in symmetric subspace (149). Ωbe is analogous to
the state space—mentioned in (2) for a d-level system—
but here every state also has the Bose-Einstein symmetry
Upρ “ ρ P Ωbe as described in [31].
Here we quote a special case of the celebrated quantum
de Finetti theorem [30, 31]:
In the limit N Ñ8, Ωbe becomes a Choquat
simplex, extreme points of which are pure
product states.
(152)
In a simplex, every point has a unique decomposition in
terms of its extreme points, and the word “pure” in (152)
is attributed to the Bose-Einstein symmetry. Every pure
qubit’s state
ρ “ 12 pI`~r ¨ ~σq , where
~r “ x~σy “ px, y, zq “ psinµ cos ν, sinµ sin ν, cosµq,
µ P r0, pis , and ν P r0, 2piq , (153)
provides a symmetric product state ρbN that is an ex-
treme point of Ωbe for all N “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , particularly, in
the limit N Ñ8 thanks to (152). Now we can present
our allowed regions.
For a finite N , one can realize
p2Jxqγ “
ÿ
i1‰i2‰¨¨¨‰iγ
Xi1Xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xiγ ` Rest ,A`Jx
N
2
˘γE
ρbN
“ 1Nγ N !pN´γq! xγ `
@Rest
Nγ
D
ρbN , (154)
where i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iγ are qubits’ indices and x “ xXyρ [see
(153)]. Then we take the limit and obtain
lim
NÑ8
A`Jx
N
2
˘γE
ρbN
“ xγ , likewise
lim
NÑ8
A`Jy
N
2
˘γE
ρbN
“ yγ and (155)
lim
NÑ8
A`Jz
N
2
˘γE
ρbN
“ zγ .
In Fig. 19, we plot
Jγ “ t pxγ , yγ , zγq | 0 ď µ ď pi and 0 ď ν ă 2piu
“ t px, y, zq P Hus | x 2γ ` y 2γ ` z 2γ “ 1u (156)
for γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4. The hyperrectangle Hus in (156) is
r0, 1sˆ3 and r´1, 1sˆ3 for an even and odd γ, and x “ xγ
and so on. Basically, Jγ is an image of the Bloch sphere,
which is identified with x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ 1. In the case of
γ ą 4, the shape of Jγ is same as J3 and J4 for an odd
and even γ, respectively.
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FIG. 19. In top and bottom rows, the parametric plots of Jγ of (156) and Aγ of (162) are displayed sequentially for γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4.
The convex hull of Jγ and Aγ are the numerical range of
``
Jx
j
˘γ
,
`Jy
j
˘γ
,
`
Jz
j
˘γ˘ and `A1,γ
am,γ
,
A2,γ
am,γ
,
A3,γ
am,γ
˘
, respectively, in the limit
j Ñ8. Here xJγx yus and xA1,γyus represent x
`
Jx
j
˘γy and xA1,γ
am,γ
y, correspondingly.
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FIG. 20. On the left-hand-side, we present list-line-plots
of tλm,γ,usu50j“1 for γ “ 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 8. λm,γ,us denotes λm,γpθ1,φ1qjγ ,
where λm,γpθ1, φ1q is the maximum eigenvalue of pη1 ¨ ~Eγ . The
unit vector pη1 and the vector operator ~Eγ are given in Ta-
ble III and (122), correspondingly. On the right-hand-side,
we show list-line-plots of tλm,γ,usu50j“1 for γ “ 4, 6, 8, where
λm,γ,us “ λm,γpθ1,φ1qjγ , and λm,γpθ1, φ1q is the minimum eigen-
value of pη1 ¨ ~Eγ .
Since Ωbe is the convex hull of pure product states as
N
2 “ j Ñ8 [see (151) and (152)], the numerical range
Eusγ of 1jγ ~Eγ [ ~Eγ is given in (122)] is the convex hull of
Jγ in that limit. For γ “ 1 and γ “ 2, E is the unit ball
and the triangle, respectively, as reported in Secs. III and
V as well as in [10, 15]. For an odd and even γ ą 1, the
allowed region is
Eusγ “ Convtp˘1, 0, 0q, p0,˘1, 0q, p0, 0,˘1qu and
Eusγ “ tpx, y, zq P r0, 1sˆ3 | 1 ď x
2
γ ` y 2γ ` z 2γ and
x` y` z ď 1u , (157)
respectively. It means that, in the case of every odd
power γ ą 1, Eusγ is the octahedron, and tight URs and
CRs are listed in (125)–(128). In CR (128), recall that
umax approaches 2 as j Ñ8. While, in the case of
an even power γ, three corners of the hyperrectangle
Hus “ r0, 1sˆ3 lie in the numerical range Eusγ , therefore
we do not get a non-trivial UR or CR for 1jγ ~Eγ [for a
justification, see the last two paragraphs in Sec. II].
Taking the unit vector pη1 and ~Eγ from Table III and
(122), respectively, we find the extreme eigenvalues of
the operator pη1 ¨ ~Eγ for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50 and γ “ 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 8.
With the largest λm,γpθ1, φ1q and smallest λm,γpθ1, φ1q
eigenvalues one can draw two parallel supporting hyper-
planes (9) of Eusγ whose outward normal vectors are ˘pη1.
We plot the eigenvalues in Fig. 20. Since λm,γ “ ´λm,γ
for an odd power γ, we present λm,γ for even γ’s. The
plots suggest
lim
jÑ8
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
jγ “ 1?3 for γ ą 1 and
lim
jÑ8
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
jγ “ 1?3 13 γ2´1 for an even γ ą 1 , (158)
which agree with what is achieved by applying the quan-
tum de Finetti theorem on a N -qubit system.
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FIG. 21. We numerically compute am,γ,s, am,γ,s, λm,γ,s,
and λm,γ,s for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50 and γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, and show
their list-line-plots here. am,γ,s and am,γ,s symbolize
am,γ
j2γ
and
am,γ
j2γ
, respectively, where am,γ and am,γ are the maximum
and minimum characteristic values of the anticommutators
in (138). Likewise, λm,γ,s, and λm,γ,s express
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ
and
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ
, respectively, where λm,γpθ1, φ1q and λm,γpθ1, φ1q
are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the operatorpη1 ¨ ~Eγ . The unit vector pη1 and the vector operator ~Eγ are
registered in Table III and (138), correspondingly.
Now we move to our second example: the anticommu-
tators from (138) and (142). Like (154) and (155), first
we acquire
22γA1,γ “
ÿ
i1‰¨¨¨‰kγ
`
Xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨XiγZk1 ¨ ¨ ¨Zkγ`
Zk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ZkγXi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xiγ
˘ ` Rest , (159)A
A1,γ`
N
2
˘2γ E
ρbN
“ 2 1N2γ N !pN´2γq! xγzγ `
@Rest
N2γ
D
ρbN ,
and then we apply the limit
lim
NÑ8
A
A1,γ`
N
2
˘2γ E
ρbN
“ 2 px zqγ , similarly
lim
NÑ8
A
A2,γ`
N
2
˘2γ E
ρbN
“ 2 py zqγ as well as (160)
lim
NÑ8
A
A3,γ`
N
2
˘2γ E
ρbN
“ 2 px yqγ .
The numerical range of 1j2γ ~Eγ , where ~Eγ is from (138),
is the convex hull of points 2ppx zqγ , py zqγ , px yqγq. How-
ever, we want the range Eusγ of 1am,γ ~Eγ , where am,γ is the
maximum eigenvalue of the (unitary equivalent) anticom-
mutators At,γ and t “ 1, 2, 3.
In Fig. 21, we display am,γj2γ as a function of j for
γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, which indicates that
lim
jÑ8
am,γ
j2γ “ 12γ´1 . (161)
Hence, in the limit j Ñ8, the numerical range Eusγ of
1
am,γ
~Eγ is the convex hull of
Aγ “ tpp2 x zqγ , p2 y zqγ , p2 x yqγq|0 ď µ ď pi, 0 ď ν ă 2piu
“ tpa1, a2, a3q P Hus | pa1a2q 2γ ` pa2a3q 2γ ` pa3a1q 2γ
“ 2 pa1a2a3q 1γ u , (162)
where the hyperrectangleHus is r0, 1sˆ3 and r´1, 1sˆ3 for
an even and odd γ. The equation in second expression of
Aγ comes from the normalization condition, ~r ¨~r “ 1, of
the Bloch vector in (153). In Fig. 19, we exhibit Aγ for
γ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4.
One can perceive that, for γ “ 1, Aγ is Steiner’s Ro-
man surface characterized by Eq. (117). In this case,
tight URs and CRs will be (98)–(101) [see (121)]. Like
the previous example, in the case of an even power γ,
we do not get a non-trivial UR or CR because four cor-
ners of the hyperrectangleHus “ r0, 1sˆ3 fall in the range
Eusγ . Next one can check that, for γ ą 4, the shape of
Aγ is similar to A3 and A4 in the case of an odd and
even γ, respectively. Hence, the permitted region is the
octahedron and tetrahedron,
Eusγ “ Convtp˘1, 0, 0q, p0,˘1, 0q, p0, 0,˘1qu and
Eusγ “ Convtp0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1qu , (163)
for an odd and even γ ě 3, respectively. In the case of
the octahedron, one will have the same tight URs and
CRs (125)–(128) for the anticommutators.
Figure 21 also carries the plots of am,γj2γ ,
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ , and
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ as functions of j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50 for different
γ’s. am,γ represents the minimum eigenvalue of the anti-
commutators At,γ , and am,γ “ ´am,γ when γ is a positive
odd number. Similarly, for an odd γ, the minimum eigen-
value λm,γpθ1, φ1q is same in magnitude but opposite in
sign of the maximum eigenvalue λm,γpθ1, φ1q of the oper-
ator pη1 ¨ ~Eγ [ ~Eγ is given in (138)]. The plots in Fig. 21
indicate that
lim
jÑ8
am,γ
j2γ “ 0 for an even γ ą 1 ,
lim
jÑ8
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ “
$’&’%
2?
3
for γ “ 1
2
3
?
3
for γ “ 2
1
2γ´1
?
3
for γ ě 3
, and (164)
lim
jÑ8
λm,γpθ1,φ1q
j2γ “ 0 for an even γ ą 1 ,
which supports the above results secured via the quan-
tum de Finetti theorem.
IX. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we studied three kinds of Hermi-
tian operators: the combinations pXγ , Yγq of powers of
the ladder operators, powers of the angular momen-
tum operators pJγx , Jγy , Jγz q, and their anticommutator
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pA1,γ , A2,γ , A3,γq. In each case, we presented the joint
numerical range E and tight lower and upper bounds for
URs and CRs, respectively. Essentially, all the main re-
sults are displayed in Figs. 1–21.
Boundary BE of the allowed region is entirely gener-
ated by the maximum-eigenvalue-kets of Λpθ, φq. In sim-
ple cases, where the angular momentum quantum num-
ber j is small, we provided analytical expressions of its
maximum eigenvalue λmpθ, φq, the associated eigenkets
|θ, φy, and the boundary BE . For large quantum num-
bers, we obtained these numerically. Up to j “ 50, the
bounds for tight URs and CRs are also gained numeri-
cally by exploiting a finite set of boundary points. The
limiting case j Ñ8 is handled by applying the quantum
de Finetti theorem on a N -qubit system, where N Ñ8,
and the allowed regions as well as tight URs and CRs are
achieved.
In the case of pJx, Jy, Jzq, pXγ , Yγq, and for a pair of
the anticommutators pAt, At1‰tq, recall that At “ At,γ“1,
the allowed region is bounded by a sphere (circle, in the
case of two operators) centered at the origin for all the
quantum numbers j. There lower and upper bounds in
the tight URs and CRs do not change with j. In the
case of pJ2x , J2y q, the numerical range changes its shape
from triangular to elliptical to triangular as j goes from
1 to infinity. In this case, the lower bounds decrease and
upper bounds increase as j grows, and they reach their
trivial values in the limit j Ñ8.
In the case of anticommutators, after the uniform scal-
ing, the allowed region Eus for 1am pA1, A2, A3q is the con-
vex hull of a Roman surface for both j “ 1 and j Ñ8.
Whereas, for j “ 32 , 2, Eus is a unit ball centered atp0, 0, 0q, then it starts contracting in four directions and
expanding in their antipodal directions as j increases.
One of our tight URs for pA1, A2, A3q does not change
with j, whereas the other grows weaker because its lower
bound decreases with j but it never becomes trivial even
in the limit j Ñ8. Likewise, our tight CRs for the anti-
commutators grow weaker with the expansion of Eus but
they stay nontrivial for all js.
In the case of odd powers γ ą 1, the numerical range
Eus of 1jγ pJγx , Jγy , Jγz q shrinks from a ball to an octahe-
dron as the quantum number j rises. With the rise of j,
some of our tight URs and CRs stay as they are, whereas
one CR becomes stronger because of its upper bound de-
creases with the contraction of Eus.
In the case of an even power γ ą 2, particularly for
pJ4x , J4y , J4z q, we discovered that distinct eigenvalues of
Λpθ, φq cross each other and dominate in different parts
of the parameter space. As a result of this level crossing
and the disappearance of the gap between eigenvalues,
the largest eigenvalue λmpθ, φq of Λ turns degenerate in
different sections of the parameter space, and thus we
observe flat faces on the boundary of the allowed region.
The degeneracy is a necessary but not sufficient require-
ment for E to has a flat face. For small quantum numbers,
it is difficult to predict the shape of E for pJ4x , J4y , J4z q, but
around j “ 10 the allowed region roughly takes the shape
that is suggested by the quantum de Finetti theorem for
j Ñ8. For pJ4x , J4y , J4z q, our tight URs and CRs turn
weaker as j grows, and they become trivial in the limit
j Ñ8.
With the de Finetti theorem, when γ ą 2 and j Ñ8,
we realized that the numerical range of 1jγ pJγx , Jγy , Jγz q
is an octahedron for an odd γ and is bounded by one
curved and four plane surfaces for an even γ, and the
numerical range of 1am,γ pA1,γ , A2,γ , A3,γq is an octahedron
and tetrahedron for an odd and even γ.
Recently, quantum phase transitions are explored
through the joint numerical range of certain observables
in [2, 7–11]. Results from this paper may become useful
for such an investigation as operators, for example, Jγx
and A1,γ represent γ- and 2γ-body interactions between
qubits.
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Appendix: Supplementary material
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of h displayed in
Fig. 6 are
0.491551, 0.491551, 0.41986, 0.427261,
0.351636, 0.356853, 0.302929, 0.30647,
0.266717, 0.269349, 0.238819, 0.240789,
0.216628, 0.218167, 0.198523, 0.199764,
0.183432, 0.184472, 0.170624, 0.171533,
0.15963, 0.160408, 0.15008, 0.150755,
0.141701, 0.142292, 0.134283, 0.134806,
0.127667, 0.128132, 0.121724, 0.122142,
0.116355, 0.116733, 0.111478, 0.111821,
0.107026, 0.107339, 0.102945, 0.103232,
0.0991885, 0.0994531, 0.0957188, 0.0959634,
0.0925031, 0.0927299, 0.0895138, 0.0897248,
0.0867271, 0.0869239, 0.0841192, 0.0843066,
0.0816738, 0.0818534, 0.0793778, 0.0795465,
0.0772175, 0.0773764, 0.0751809, 0.0753308,
0.0732574, 0.0733991, 0.0714375, 0.0715717,
0.0697129, 0.0698402, 0.0680761, 0.068197,
0.0665204, 0.0666353, 0.0650396, 0.0651491,
0.0636285, 0.0637329, 0.062282, 0.0623817,
0.0609957, 0.061091, 0.0597655, 0.0598567,
0.0585877, 0.0586752, 0.0574591, 0.0575429,
0.0563764, 0.0564569, 0.0553368, 0.0554142,
0.0543379, 0.0544122, 0.053377, 0.0534486,
0.0524522, 0.0525211, 0.0515612, 0.0516277,
0.0507023, 0.0507664.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of u1{2 displayed in
Fig. 6 are
2.36603, 2.36603, 2.32112, 2.32112, 2.28897,
2.28897, 2.26491, 2.26491, 2.2461, 2.2461,
2.23089, 2.23089, 2.21825, 2.21825, 2.20753,
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TABLE IV. For γ “ 2, the eigenkets |φyk P S γk are presented below. They correspond to the maximum eigenvalue λm [listed in
Table I] of Λ2pφq. Note that, for a given j, an invariant space S 2 of Λ2pφq belongs to the Hilbert space Hd, where d “ 2j ` 1.
Therefore, for example, S 20 for distinct j-values are distinct subspaces.
j Eigenkets
1
2
All kets in the Hilbert space H2
1 |φy0 “ 1?2
`
eiφ|`1y ` |´1y˘ P S 20 ĂH3
3
2
|φy0 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 3
2
D` ˇˇ´ 1
2
D˘ P S 20 ĂH4
|φy1 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 1
2
D` ˇˇ´ 3
2
D˘ P S 21 ĂH4
2 |φy0 “ 12
`
ei2φ|`2y ` ?2 eiφ|0y ` |´2y˘ P S 20 ĂH5
5
2
|φy0 “ 1?28
`?
5 ei2φ
ˇˇ` 5
2
D`?14 eiφ ˇˇ` 1
2
D` 3 ˇˇ´ 3
2
D˘ P S 20 ĂH6
|φy1 “ 1?28
`
3 ei2φ
ˇˇ` 3
2
D`?14 eiφ ˇˇ´ 1
2
D`?5 ˇˇ´ 5
2
D˘ P S 21 ĂH6
3 |φy0 “ 1?
8p4`?6q
`?
5 ei3φ|`3y ` p2?2`?3qei2φ|`1y ` p2?2`?3qeiφ|´1y ` ?5 |´3y˘ P S 20 ĂH7
7
2
|φy0 “ p6´
?
21q
?
21`4?21 ei3φ
ˇˇ
` 7
2
D
`3p?3`2?7q ei2φ
ˇˇ
` 3
2
D
`?15
?
21`4?21 eiφ
ˇˇ
´ 1
2
D
`15
ˇˇ
´ 5
2
D
?
72p14`?21q P S
2
0 ĂH8
|φy1 “ p14´
?
21q
?
21`4?21 ei3φ
ˇˇ
` 5
2
D
`7?5p2?3`?7q ei2φ
ˇˇ
` 1
2
D
`5?7
?
21`4?21 eiφ
ˇˇ
´ 3
2
D
`35
ˇˇ
´ 7
2
D
?
1960p6`?21q P S
2
1 ĂH8
4 |φy0 “ 1?208
`?
7 ei4φ|`4y ` 2?13 ei3φ|`2y ` 3?10 ei2φ|0y ` 2?13 eiφ|´2y ` ?7 |´4y˘ P S 20 ĂH9
TABLE V. Like Table IV, the maximum-eigenvalue-kets |φyk P S γk of Λγpφq are registered here for γ “ 3 and γ “ 4.
j Eigenkets for γ “ 3 Eigenkets for γ “ 4
1
2
All kets in the Hilbert space H2 All kets in the Hilbert space H2
1 All kets in the Hilbert space H3 All kets in the Hilbert space H3
3
2
|φy0 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 3
2
D` ˇˇ´ 3
2
D˘ P S 30 ĂH4 All kets in the Hilbert space H4
2
|φy0 “ 1?2
`
eiφ|`2y ` |´1y˘ P S 30 ĂH5
|φy1 “ 1?2
`
eiφ|`1y ` |´2y˘ P S 31 ĂH5 |φy0 “ 1?2 `eiφ|`2y ` |´2y˘ P S 40 ĂH5
5
2
|φy1 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 3
2
D` ˇˇ´ 3
2
D˘ P S 31 ĂH6 |φy0 “ 1?2 `eiφ ˇˇ` 52D` ˇˇ´ 32D˘ P S 40 ĂH6|φy1 “ 1?2 `eiφ ˇˇ` 32D` ˇˇ´ 52D˘ P S 41 ĂH6
3
|φy0 “ 12
`
ei2φ|`3y ` ?2 eiφ|0y ` |´3y˘ P S 30 ĂH7
|φy1 “ 1?2
`
eiφ|`2y ` |´1y˘ P S 31 ĂH7
|φy2 “ 1?2
`
eiφ|`1y ` |´2y˘ P S 32 ĂH7 |φy1 “
1?
2
`
eiφ|`2y ` |´2y˘ P S 41 ĂH7
7
2
|φy0 “
?
7 ei2φ
ˇˇ
` 7
2
D
`?23 eiφ
ˇˇ
` 1
2
D
`4
ˇˇ
´ 5
2
D
?
46
P S 30 ĂH8
|φy1 “ 4 e
i2φ
ˇˇ
` 5
2
D
`?23 eiφ
ˇˇ
´ 1
2
D
`?7
ˇˇ
´ 7
2
D
?
46
P S 31 ĂH8
|φy1 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 5
2
D` ˇˇ´ 3
2
D˘ P S 41 ĂH8
|φy2 “ 1?2
`
eiφ
ˇˇ` 3
2
D` ˇˇ´ 5
2
D˘ P S 42 ĂH8
4 |φy1 “ 12
`
ei2φ|`3y ` ?2eiφ|0y ` |´3y˘ P S 31 ĂH9 |φy2 “ 1?2 `eiφ|`2y ` |´2y˘ P S 42 ĂH9
2.20753, 2.19829, 2.19829, 2.19021, 2.19021,
2.18307, 2.18307, 2.1767, 2.1767, 2.17096,
2.17096, 2.16577, 2.16577, 2.16103, 2.16103,
2.15668, 2.15668, 2.15268, 2.15268, 2.14898,
2.14898, 2.14553, 2.14553, 2.14233, 2.14233,
2.13933, 2.13933, 2.13651, 2.13651, 2.13387,
2.13387, 2.13137, 2.13137, 2.12901, 2.12901,
2.12678, 2.12678, 2.12466, 2.12466, 2.12265,
2.12265, 2.12073, 2.12073, 2.1189, 2.1189,
2.11716, 2.11716, 2.11549, 2.11549, 2.11389,
2.11389, 2.11235, 2.11235, 2.11088, 2.11088,
2.10947, 2.10947, 2.10811, 2.10811, 2.1068,
2.1068, 2.10553, 2.10553, 2.10432, 2.10432,
2.10314, 2.10314, 2.102, 2.102, 2.1009,
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2.1009, 2.09984, 2.09984, 2.09881, 2.09881,
2.09781, 2.09781, 2.09684, 2.09684, 2.0959,
2.0959, 2.09499, 2.09499.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of u2 displayed in
Fig. 6 are
1.75, 1.75, 1.78071, 1.7736, 1.82246, 1.81637,
1.85267, 1.84851, 1.87446, 1.87161, 1.89076,
1.88872, 1.90336, 1.90183, 1.91337, 1.91219,
1.92153, 1.92058, 1.9283, 1.92752, 1.93399,
1.93334, 1.93885, 1.9383, 1.94304, 1.94257,
1.9467, 1.94629, 1.94992, 1.94956, 1.95277,
1.95245, 1.95531, 1.95503, 1.9576, 1.95735,
1.95966, 1.95944, 1.96153, 1.96133, 1.96324,
1.96305, 1.9648, 1.96463, 1.96623, 1.96608,
1.96755, 1.96741, 1.96878, 1.96864, 1.96991,
1.96979, 1.97096, 1.97085, 1.97195, 1.97184,
1.97287, 1.97277, 1.97373, 1.97363, 1.97453,
1.97445, 1.97529, 1.97521, 1.97601, 1.97593,
1.97668, 1.97661, 1.97732, 1.97725, 1.97792,
1.97786, 1.9785, 1.97844, 1.97904, 1.97898,
1.97956, 1.9795, 1.98005, 1.98, 1.98052,
1.98047, 1.98097, 1.98092, 1.98139, 1.98135,
1.9818, 1.98176, 1.98219, 1.98215, 1.98257,
1.98253, 1.98293, 1.98289, 1.98327, 1.98324,
1.9836, 1.98357.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of umax displayed in
Fig. 6 are
1.86603, 1.86603, 1.88192, 1.87766, 1.9052,
1.90139, 1.92211, 1.91953, 1.93416, 1.93244,
1.94306, 1.94186, 1.94988, 1.94899, 1.95525,
1.95458, 1.95959, 1.95906, 1.96317, 1.96274,
1.96616, 1.96581, 1.96871, 1.96841, 1.9709,
1.97065, 1.97281, 1.97259, 1.97448, 1.97429,
1.97596, 1.97579, 1.97728, 1.97713, 1.97846,
1.97832, 1.97952, 1.9794, 1.98049, 1.98038,
1.98136, 1.98127, 1.98216, 1.98208, 1.9829,
1.98282, 1.98358, 1.9835, 1.9842, 1.98413,
1.98478, 1.98472, 1.98532, 1.98526, 1.98582,
1.98577, 1.98629, 1.98624, 1.98673, 1.98668,
1.98714, 1.9871, 1.98753, 1.98749, 1.98789,
1.98786, 1.98824, 1.9882, 1.98856, 1.98853,
1.98887, 1.98884, 1.98916, 1.98913, 1.98944,
1.98941, 1.9897, 1.98967, 1.98995, 1.98992,
1.99019, 1.99016, 1.99042, 1.99039, 1.99063,
1.99061, 1.99084, 1.99082, 1.99104, 1.99102,
1.99123, 1.99121, 1.99141, 1.99139, 1.99158,
1.99156, 1.99175, 1.99173.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of xθ1,φ1|A1|θ1,φ1yam
given in (119) are
0.57735, 0.57735, 0.629941, 0.632993,
0.644427, 0.64715, 0.650684, 0.652506,
0.654182, 0.65539, 0.656421, 0.65726,
0.657979, 0.658592, 0.659125, 0.659592,
0.660004, 0.660371, 0.660699, 0.660995,
0.661263, 0.661507, 0.66173, 0.661934,
0.662122, 0.662296, 0.662457, 0.662606,
0.662745, 0.662875, 0.662997, 0.663111,
0.663218, 0.663319, 0.663414, 0.663504,
0.663589, 0.66367, 0.663747, 0.663819,
0.663888, 0.663954, 0.664017, 0.664077,
0.664134, 0.664189, 0.664242, 0.664292,
0.66434, 0.664387, 0.664431, 0.664474,
0.664515, 0.664555, 0.664593, 0.66463,
0.664666, 0.6647, 0.664734, 0.664766,
0.664797, 0.664827, 0.664856, 0.664884,
0.664912, 0.664938, 0.664964, 0.664989,
0.665013, 0.665037, 0.66506, 0.665082,
0.665103, 0.665125, 0.665145, 0.665165,
0.665184, 0.665203, 0.665222, 0.66524,
0.665258, 0.665275, 0.665291, 0.665308,
0.665324, 0.665339, 0.665355, 0.665369,
0.665384, 0.665398, 0.665412, 0.665426,
0.665439, 0.665452, 0.665465, 0.665477,
0.66549, 0.665502.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of h showcased in
Fig. 10 are
1.38629, 1.38629, 1.38629, 1.38629, 1.38629,
1.38629, 1.38629, 1.38533, 1.38141, 1.37857,
1.37614, 1.37415, 1.37246, 1.371, 1.36974,
1.36863, 1.36765, 1.36678, 1.36599, 1.36529,
1.36465, 1.36407, 1.36354, 1.36305, 1.3626,
1.36218, 1.3618, 1.36144, 1.36111, 1.3608,
1.36051, 1.36023, 1.35998, 1.35973, 1.35951,
1.35929, 1.35909, 1.35889, 1.35871, 1.35854,
1.35837, 1.35821, 1.35806, 1.35792, 1.35778,
1.35765, 1.35752, 1.3574, 1.35728, 1.35717,
1.35707, 1.35696, 1.35686, 1.35677, 1.35668,
1.35659, 1.3565, 1.35642, 1.35634, 1.35626,
1.35619, 1.35612, 1.35605, 1.35598, 1.35591,
1.35585, 1.35579, 1.35573, 1.35567, 1.35561,
1.35556, 1.3555, 1.35545, 1.3554, 1.35535,
1.3553, 1.35526, 1.35521, 1.35517, 1.35512,
1.35508, 1.35504, 1.355, 1.35496, 1.35492,
1.35488, 1.35485, 1.35481, 1.35478, 1.35474,
1.35471, 1.35468, 1.35464, 1.35461, 1.35458,
1.35455, 1.35452, 1.35449.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of u2 showcased in
Fig. 10 are
2, 2, 2.09524, 2.10102, 2.12293, 2.12821,
2.13508, 2.13865, 2.14193, 2.1443, 2.14633,
2.14799, 2.1494, 2.15061, 2.15167, 2.15259,
2.15341, 2.15413, 2.15479, 2.15537, 2.1559,
2.15639, 2.15683, 2.15723, 2.15761, 2.15795,
2.15827, 2.15857, 2.15885, 2.15911, 2.15935,
2.15957, 2.15979, 2.15999, 2.16018, 2.16036,
2.16053, 2.16069, 2.16084, 2.16098, 2.16112,
2.16125, 2.16138, 2.1615, 2.16161, 2.16172,
2.16183, 2.16193, 2.16202, 2.16211, 2.1622,
2.16229, 2.16237, 2.16245, 2.16253, 2.1626,
2.16267, 2.16274, 2.16281, 2.16287, 2.16293,
2.16299, 2.16305, 2.16311, 2.16316, 2.16321,
2.16327, 2.16332, 2.16336, 2.16341, 2.16346,
2.1635, 2.16354, 2.16359, 2.16363, 2.16367,
2.16371, 2.16374, 2.16378, 2.16382, 2.16385,
2.16389, 2.16392, 2.16395, 2.16398, 2.16401,
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2.16404, 2.16407, 2.1641, 2.16413, 2.16416,
2.16419, 2.16421, 2.16424, 2.16427, 2.16429,
2.16431, 2.16434.
For j “ 32 , 2, 52 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of umax showcased
in Fig. 10 are
2.36603, 2.36603, 2.44491, 2.44949, 2.46664,
2.47073, 2.47603, 2.47876, 2.48127, 2.48308,
2.48463, 2.48589, 2.48697, 2.48789, 2.48869,
2.48939, 2.49001, 2.49056, 2.49105, 2.49149,
2.49189, 2.49226, 2.49259, 2.4929, 2.49318,
2.49344, 2.49368, 2.49391, 2.49412, 2.49431,
2.4945, 2.49467, 2.49483, 2.49498, 2.49512,
2.49526, 2.49538, 2.49551, 2.49562, 2.49573,
2.49583, 2.49593, 2.49603, 2.49612, 2.4962,
2.49628, 2.49636, 2.49644, 2.49651, 2.49658,
2.49665, 2.49671, 2.49677, 2.49683, 2.49689,
2.49695, 2.497, 2.49705, 2.4971, 2.49715,
2.4972, 2.49724, 2.49728, 2.49733, 2.49737,
2.49741, 2.49745, 2.49748, 2.49752, 2.49755,
2.49759, 2.49762, 2.49766, 2.49769, 2.49772,
2.49775, 2.49778, 2.49781, 2.49783, 2.49786,
2.49789, 2.49791, 2.49794, 2.49796, 2.49799,
2.49801, 2.49803, 2.49805, 2.49808, 2.4981,
2.49812, 2.49814, 2.49816, 2.49818, 2.4982,
2.49822, 2.49823, 2.49825.
For j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of umax exhibited in
Fig. 12 are
2.36603, 2.25971, 2.16889, 2.10727, 2.09897,
2.09021, 2.07744, 2.06386, 2.05085, 2.03903,
2.02867, 2.02463, 2.02258, 2.01986, 2.01686,
2.01389, 2.01113, 2.00871, 2.00759, 2.00704,
2.00634, 2.00558, 2.00484, 2.00416, 2.00357,
2.00321, 2.00301, 2.00278, 2.00255, 2.00233,
2.00212, 2.00194, 2.0018, 2.0017, 2.0016,
2.0015, 2.00141, 2.00133, 2.00125, 2.00118,
2.00113, 2.00107, 2.00102, 2.00097, 2.00093,
2.00089, 2.00085, 2.00081, 2.00078, 2.00075,
2.00072, 2.00069, 2.00066, 2.00064, 2.00062,
2.00059, 2.00057, 2.00055, 2.00053, 2.00052,
2.0005, 2.00048, 2.00047, 2.00045, 2.00044,
2.00043, 2.00041, 2.0004, 2.00039, 2.00038,
2.00037, 2.00036, 2.00035, 2.00034, 2.00033,
2.00032, 2.00031, 2.0003, 2.0003, 2.00029,
2.00028, 2.00027, 2.00027, 2.00026, 2.00026,
2.00025, 2.00024, 2.00024, 2.00023, 2.00023,
2.00022, 2.00022, 2.00021, 2.00021, 2.0002,
2.0002, 2.0002, 2.00019, 2.00019.
For j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of h shown in Fig. 17
are
0, 1.12467, 0.467583, 0.644239, 0.510273,
0.416216, 0.336635, 0.29168, 0.250652,
0.216753, 0.190117, 0.168017, 0.149996,
0.134442, 0.121554, 0.110269, 0.100723,
0.0922493, 0.0849666, 0.0784334, 0.0727424,
0.0675917, 0.0630542, 0.0589167, 0.0552367,
0.0518593, 0.0488306, 0.0460353, 0.0435107,
0.0411692, 0.0390411, 0.0370587, 0.035247,
0.0335529, 0.031997, 0.0305369, 0.0291901,
0.0279223, 0.0267482, 0.0256398, 0.0246096,
0.0236345, 0.0227253, 0.0218627, 0.021056,
0.020289, 0.0195696, 0.0188843, 0.01824,
0.017625, 0.0170455, 0.0164914, 0.0159681,
0.015467, 0.0149928, 0.0145381, 0.0141069,
0.0136929, 0.0132996, 0.0129215, 0.0125618,
0.0122155, 0.0118855, 0.0115675, 0.011264,
0.0109712, 0.0106915, 0.0104213, 0.0101628,
0.00991295, 0.00967359, 0.00944199,
0.00921989, 0.0090048, 0.00879831, 0.00859819,
0.00840586, 0.00821931, 0.00803986,
0.00786568, 0.00769796, 0.00753505,
0.00737805, 0.00722545, 0.00707826,
0.0069351, 0.00679691, 0.00666242, 0.00653249,
0.00640597, 0.00628366, 0.00616448,
0.00604919, 0.00593679, 0.00582798,
0.00572185, 0.00561904, 0.00551871, 0.00542146.
For j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of u1{2 shown in Fig. 17
are
3, 3.73205, 3.43649, 3.53517, 3.46883,
3.41326, 3.37114, 3.33513, 3.30647, 3.28143,
3.26077, 3.2424, 3.22684, 3.21281, 3.20069,
3.18963, 3.17992, 3.17098, 3.16303, 3.15566,
3.14904, 3.14286, 3.13725, 3.13199, 3.12719,
3.12266, 3.1185, 3.11456, 3.11092, 3.10746,
3.10425, 3.10119, 3.09834, 3.09561, 3.09306,
3.09061, 3.08832, 3.08611, 3.08403, 3.08204,
3.08015, 3.07833, 3.0766, 3.07494, 3.07336,
3.07184, 3.07038, 3.06898, 3.06763, 3.06634,
3.06509, 3.06389, 3.06274, 3.06162, 3.06054,
3.0595, 3.0585, 3.05753, 3.05659, 3.05568,
3.0548, 3.05394, 3.05312, 3.05231, 3.05154,
3.05078, 3.05005, 3.04934, 3.04864, 3.04797,
3.04732, 3.04668, 3.04606, 3.04545, 3.04487,
3.04429, 3.04373, 3.04319, 3.04266, 3.04214,
3.04163, 3.04114, 3.04065, 3.04018, 3.03972,
3.03927, 3.03883, 3.0384, 3.03798, 3.03757,
3.03716, 3.03677, 3.03638, 3.03601, 3.03564,
3.03527, 3.03492, 3.03457, 3.03423.
For j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of u2 shown in Fig. 17
are
3, 2.25, 2.76563, 2.65958, 2.74466, 2.80312,
2.85131, 2.87386, 2.89556, 2.91262, 2.9257,
2.93601, 2.94425, 2.95117, 2.95675, 2.96153,
2.96548, 2.96892, 2.97182, 2.97438, 2.97656,
2.97851, 2.98021, 2.98173, 2.98306, 2.98427,
2.98534, 2.98632, 2.98719, 2.98799, 2.98871,
2.98938, 2.98998, 2.99053, 2.99104, 2.99151,
2.99194, 2.99235, 2.99272, 2.99306, 2.99338,
2.99369, 2.99396, 2.99423, 2.99447, 2.9947,
2.99492, 2.99512, 2.99531, 2.99549, 2.99566,
2.99582, 2.99597, 2.99612, 2.99625, 2.99638,
2.9965, 2.99662, 2.99673, 2.99684, 2.99694,
2.99703, 2.99712, 2.99721, 2.99729, 2.99737,
2.99745, 2.99752, 2.99759, 2.99766, 2.99772,
2.99778, 2.99784, 2.9979, 2.99795, 2.99801,
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2.99806, 2.9981, 2.99815, 2.9982, 2.99824,
2.99828, 2.99832, 2.99836, 2.9984, 2.99844,
2.99847, 2.9985, 2.99854, 2.99857, 2.9986,
2.99863, 2.99866, 2.99869, 2.99871, 2.99874,
2.99876, 2.99879, 2.99881.
For j “ 1, 32 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , 50, the values of umax shown in
Fig. 17 are
3, 2.5, 2.875, 2.81354, 2.86259, 2.89639,
2.92288, 2.93487, 2.94638, 2.95534, 2.96215,
2.96749, 2.97174, 2.97528, 2.97814, 2.98058,
2.98259, 2.98434, 2.98581, 2.98711, 2.98821,
2.9892, 2.99005, 2.99082, 2.99149, 2.9921,
2.99264, 2.99314, 2.99357, 2.99398, 2.99434,
2.99467, 2.99498, 2.99526, 2.99551, 2.99575,
2.99596, 2.99617, 2.99635, 2.99653, 2.99669,
2.99684, 2.99698, 2.99711, 2.99723, 2.99735,
2.99745, 2.99756, 2.99765, 2.99774, 2.99783,
2.99791, 2.99798, 2.99806, 2.99812, 2.99819,
2.99825, 2.99831, 2.99836, 2.99842, 2.99847,
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